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SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS OF GLnpFq DISTINGUISHED
BY A GALOIS INVOLUTION
by
Vincent Sécherre
Abstract. — Let F{F0 be a quadratic extension of non-Archimedean locally compact fields of resi-
dual characteristic p ‰ 2, and let σ denote its non-trivial automorphism. Let R be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic different from p. To any cuspidal representation π of GLnpFq, with coef-
ficients in R, such that πσ » π_ (such a representation is said to be σ-selfdual) we associate a quadra-
tic extension D{D0, where D is a tamely ramified extension of F and D0 is a tamely ramified exten-
sion of F0, together with a quadratic character of D
ˆ
0
. When π is supercuspidal, we give a necessary
and sufficient condition, in terms of these data, for π to be GLnpF0q-distinguished. When the charac-
teristic ℓ of R is not 2, denoting by ω the non-trivial R-character of Fˆ
0
trivial on F{F0-norms, we
prove that any σ-selfdual supercuspidal R-representation is either distinguished or ω-distinguished,
but not both. In the modular case, that is when ℓ ą 0, we give examples of σ-selfdual cuspidal non-
supercuspidal representations which are not distinguished nor ω-distinguished. In the particular case
where R is the field of complex numbers, in which case all cuspidal representations are supercuspi-
dal, this gives a complete distinction criterion for arbitrary complex cuspidal representations, as well
as a purely local proof, for cuspidal representations, of the dichotomy and disjunction theorem due
to Kable and Anandavardhanan–Kable–Tandon.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 22E50, 11F70, 11F85
Keywords and Phrases: Modular representations of p-adic reductive groups, Distinguished
representations, Cuspidal representations
1. Introduction
1.1.
Let F{F0 be a quadratic extension of non-Archimedean locally compact fields of residual cha-
racteristic p ‰ 2, and let σ denote its non-trivial automorphism. LetG be a connected reductive
group defined over F0, let G denote the locally profinite group GpFq equipped with the natural
action of σ and Gσ be the fixed points subgroupGpF0q. The study of those irreducible (smooth)
complex representations of G which are Gσ-distinguished, that is which carry a non-zero Gσ-in-
variant linear form, goes back to the 1980’s. We refer to [22, 28] for the initial motivation for dis-
tinguished representations in a global context, and to [23, 16] in a non-Archimedean context.
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1.2.
In this work, we will consider the case where G is the general linear group GLn for n ě 1. We
thus have G “ GLnpFq and Gσ “ GLnpF0q. In this case, it is well-known ([41, 16]) that any dis-
tinguished irreducible complex representation π of G is σ-selfdual, that is, the contragredient π_
of π is isomorphic to the representation πσ “ π ˝ σ, and the space HomGσpπ, 1q of Gσ-invariant
linear forms on π has dimension 1. Also, the central character of π is trivial on Fˆ0 . This gives
us two necessary conditions for an irreducible complex representation of G to be distinguished,
and it is natural to ask whether or not they are sufficient.
1.3.
First, let us consider in this paragraph the case where F{F0 is a quadratic extension of finite
fields of characteristic p, denoted k{k0. In this case, Gow [18] proved that an irreducible complex
representation of GLnpkq is GLnpk0q-distinguished if and only if π is σ-selfdual. (Note that the
latter condition automatically implies that the central character is trivial on kˆ0 .) Besides, the σ-
selfdual irreducible representations of GLnpkq are exactly those which come from an irreducible
representation of the unitary group Unpk{k0q by base change: see Kawanaka [31].
1.4.
We now go back to the p-adic setting and consider a σ-selfdual irreducible complex representa-
tion π of G whose central character is trivial on Fˆ0 . When π is cuspidal and F{F0 is unramified,
Prasad [42] proved that:
(1) if n is odd, then π is distinguished;
(2) if n is even, and if ω “ ωF{F0 denotes the non-trivial character of Fˆ0 trivial on F{F0-norms,
then π is either distinguished or ω-distinguished (the latter case meaning that the complex vector
space HomGσpπ, ω ˝ detq is non-zero).
When π is an essentially tame cuspidal representation, that is, when the number of unramified
characters χ of G such that πχ » π is prime to p, Hakim and Murnaghan [24] gave sufficient con-
ditions for π to be distinguished. These conditions are stated in terms of admissible pairs [27],
which parametrize essentially tame cuspidal complex representations of G – see [27, 9]. Note
that they assume that F has characteristic 0, but their approach also works in characteristic p.
When π is a discrete series representation and F has characteristic 0, Kable [30] proved that if
π is σ-selfdual, then it is either distinguished or ω-distinguished: this is the Dichotomy Theorem.
In addition, Anandavardhanan, Kable and Tandon [2] proved that π can’t be both distinguished
and ω-distinguished: this is the Disjunction Theorem. The proofs use global arguments, which is
why F were assumed to have characteristic 0, and the Asai L-function of π. However, these results
still hold when F has characteristic p, as is explained in [3] Appendix A. Also note that the dis-
junction theorem implies that the sufficient conditions given by Hakim and Murnaghan in [24] in
the essentially tame cuspidal case are also necessary conditions.
When π is cuspidal of level 0 – in particular π is essentially tame – Coniglio [11] gave a neces-
sary and sufficient condition of distinction in terms of admissible pairs. Her proof is purely local,
with no assumption on the characteristic of F, and does not use the disjunction theorem. (In fact,
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she even considers representations of level 0 of inner forms of G whose local Jacquet-Langlands
transfer is cuspidal).
If one takes the classification of distinguished cuspidal representations of general linear groups
for granted, Anandavardhanan [1] classified distinguished discrete series representations of G in
terms of the distinction of their cuspidal support (see also [5] and [32]).
Matringe [33, 35] classified distinguished generic, as well as distinguished unitary, represen-
tations of G in terms of the Langlands classification. This provides a class of representations for
which the dichotomy and disjunction theorems do not hold: some σ-selfdual generic irreducible
representations are nor distinguished nor ω-distinguished, and some are both.
In [20] Max Gurevich extended the dichotomy theorem to the class of ladder representations,
which contains all discrete series representations: a σ-selfdual ladder representation of G is either
distinguished or ω-distinguished, but it may be both (see [20] Theorem 4.6). Here F is assumed
to have characteristic 0.
Finally, one can deduce from these works the connection between distinguished generic irredu-
cible representations of G and base change from a quasi-split unitary group: see [17] Theorem
6.2, [4] Theorem 2.3 or [21].
1.5.
The discussion above leaves two questions open about cuspidal representations:
(1) When n is odd, is a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G with central character trivial
on Fˆ0 automatically distinguished?
(2) More generally, can one find a distinction criterion for an arbitrary σ-selfdual cuspidal re-
presentation π, with no assumption on the characteristic of F, on the quadratic extension F{F0,
on n nor on the torsion number of π?
In this paper, we propose an approach which allows us to generalize both Hakim-Murnaghan’s
and Coniglio’s distinction criterions to all cuspidal irreducible complex representations of G, and
which works:
– with no assumption on the characteristic of F,
– with purely local methods,
– not only for complex representations, but more generally for representations with coefficients
in an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic ℓ ‰ p.
We thus give a complete answer to Questions 1 and 2 above for cuspidal complex representa-
tions. We actually do more: we answer these questions in the larger context of supercuspidal re-
presentations with coefficients in an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic ℓ ‰ p.
1.6.
First, let us say a word about the third item above. The theory of smooth representations of
GLnpFq with coefficients in an algebraically closed field of characteristic ℓ ‰ p has been initiated
by Vignéras [46, 47] in view to extend the local Langlands programme to representations with
coefficients in a field – or a ring – as general as possible (see for instance [48, 26]). Inner forms
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have also been taken into account ([37, 43]) and the congruence properties of the local Jacquet–
Langlands correspondence have been studied in [13, 39]. It is thus natural to extend the study
of distinguished representations to this wider context, where the field of complex numbers is re-
placed by a more general field. Very little has been done about distinction of modular represen-
tations so far: a first study can be found in [44].
From now on, we fix an algebraically closed field R of arbitrary characteristic ℓ ‰ p, and consi-
der irreducible smooth representations of G with coefficients in R. Note that ℓ can be 0. We need
to recall that, in the modular case, that is when ℓ is positive, a cuspidal representation π may
occur as a subquotient of a proper parabolically induced representation (see [45] Corollaire 5).
When this is not the case, π is said to be supercuspidal.
1.7.
We first notice that, as in the complex case, any distinguished irreducible representation of G
with coefficients in R is σ-selfdual (see Theorem 3.1). We prove that, if ℓ ‰ 2, the dichotomy and
disjunction theorems hold for all supercuspidal representations with coefficients in R, with no as-
sumption on the characteristic of F. In particular, when R is the field of complex numbers, in
which case any cuspidal representation is supercuspidal, we get a purely local proof of the dicho-
tomy and disjunction theorems for cuspidal representations. When ℓ “ 2, in which case there is
no character of order 2 on Fˆ0 , the dichotomy theorem takes a simplified form: any σ-selfdual
supercuspidal representation is distinguished. Let us summarize this first series of results in the
theorem below.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorems 3.1 and 9.8). — Let π be an irreducible R-representation of G.
(1) If π is distinguished, then π is σ-selfdual and HomGσpπ, 1q has dimension 1.
(2) Suppose that π is supercuspidal and σ-selfdual.
(a) If ℓ “ 2, then π is distinguished.
(b) If ℓ ‰ 2, then π is either distinguished or ω-distinguished, but not both.
In the modular case, for ℓ ą 2, we give examples of σ-selfdual cuspidal, non-supercuspidal re-
presentations which are not distinguished nor ω-distinguished (see Remarks 6.5 and 8.5).
1.8.
These dichotomy and disjunction theorems for supercuspidal R-representations both relie on a
distinction criterion, which we state in Theorem 1.2 below. The basic idea is that we canonically
associate to any σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation π of G a finite extension D of F equipped
with an F0-involution extending σ and a quadratic character δ0 of the fixed points of Dˆ ; it is
these data which govern the distinction of π. The character δ0 refines the information given by
the central character of π in the sense that they coincide on Fˆ0 , the latter one being not enough
in general to determine whether π is distinguished or not. To state our distinction criterion, let
us write D0 for the fixed points subfield of D.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 9.9). — A σ-selfdual supercuspidal R-representation of G is distin-
guished if and only if:
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(1) either ℓ “ 2,
(2) or ℓ ‰ 2 and:
(a) if F{F0 is ramified, D{D0 is unramified and D0{F0 has odd ramification order, then
the character δ0 is non-trivial,
(b) otherwise, δ0 is trivial.
Even in the complex case, this is the first time a necessary and sufficient distinction criterion
is exhibited for an arbitrary cuspidal representation of GLnpFq in the spirit of [24, 25, 11].
In particular when n is odd, Case (2.a) cannot happen, thus Theorem 1.2 answers affirmatively
Question 1 of Paragraph 1.5 (see the first item of Theorem 9.9).
1.9.
The starting point of our strategy for proving Theorem 1.2 is to use Bushnell-Kutzko’s cons-
truction of cuspidal representations of G via compact induction. This construction, elaborated in
the complex case by Bushnell and Kutzko [10], has been extended to the modular case by Vigné-
ras [46] and Minguez–Sécherre [36]. There is a family of pairs pJ,λq, made of certain compact
mod centre open subgroups J of G and certain irreducible representation λ of J, such that:
– for any such pair pJ,λq, the compact induction of λ to G is irreducible and cuspidal;
– any irreducible cuspidal representation of G occurs in this way, for a pair pJ,λq uniquely de-
termined up to G-conjugacy.
Such pairs are called extended maximal simple types in [10], which we will abbreviate to types for
simplicity. We need to give more details about the structure of these types:
(1) the group J has a unique maximal compact subgroup J, and a unique maximal normal
pro-p-group J1;
(2) there is a group isomorphism J{J1 » GLmplq for some divisor m of n and finite extension
l of the residual field k of F;
(3) the restriction of λ to J1 is made of copies of a single irreducible representation η, which
extends (not uniquely, nor canonically) to J;
(4) given a representation κ of J extending η, there is a unique irreducible representation ρ of
J trivial on J1 such that λ is isomorphic to κb ρ; such a ρ restricts irreducibly to J;
(5) the representation of GLmplq obtained by restricting ρ to J is cuspidal.
The integer m, called the relative degree of π, is uniquely determined by π. There is another
type-theoretical invariant called the tame parameter field of π: this is a tamely ramified extension
T of F, uniquely determined up to F-isomorphism, whose degree divides n{m and whose residual
field is l (see [8] for more details). Note that π if essentially tame is and only if rT : Fs “ n{m.
1.10.
Now consider a σ-selfdual cuspidal R-representation π of G. The starting point of all our work
is [3] Theorem 4.1, which asserts that among all the types contained in π, there is a type pJ,λq
which is σ-selfdual, that is J is σ-stable and λ_ is isomorphic to λσ. Moreover, the tame para-
meter field T of π is equipped with an F0-involution. If T0 denotes the fixed points subfield of T,
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then T{T0 is a quadratic extension, uniquely determined up to F0-isomorphism. The invariants
m and T{T0 associated with π will play a central role in what follows.
First, the following result says that the distinction of π can be detected by a σ-selfdual type.
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 5.1). — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G. Then π
is distinguished if and only if it contains a distinguished σ-selfdual type, that is a σ-selfdual type
pJ,λq such that HomJXGσpλ, 1q is non-zero.
The proof of this theorem – which occupies Section 5 – is the most technical part of the paper:
starting with a σ-selfdual type pJ,λq contained in π and g P G, one has to prove that, if the type
pJg,λgq is distinguished, then it is σ-selfdual, that is σpgqg´1 P J. First, one determines the set
of the g P G such that ηg is distinguished, as well as the dimension of the space of invariant linear
forms (Paragraphs 5.1 to 5.3); then, one analyzes the distinction of κg (Paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5);
one obtains the final statement by using the cuspidality of the representation of GLmplq induced
by ρ (see Theorem 5.20).
1.11.
When T is unramified over T0, the σ-selfdual types contained in π form a single Gσ-conjugacy
class. When T is ramified over T0, the σ-selfdual types contained in π form tm{2u ` 1 different
Gσ-conjugacy classes, characterized by an integer i P t0, . . . , tm{2uu called the index of the class.
Since the space HomGσpπ, 1q has dimension 1, only one of these conjugacy classes can contribute
to distinction: we prove that it is the one with maximal index. This gives us the following refine-
ment of Theorem 1.3.
Proposition 1.4 (Propositions 4.16 and 6.1). — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representa-
tion of G. Let m be its relative degree and T{T0 be its associated quadratic extension.
(1) If T is unramified over T0, then π is distinguished if and only if any of its σ-selfdual types
is distinguished.
(2) If T is ramified over T0, then π is distinguished if and only if any of its σ-selfdual types
of index tm{2u is distinguished.
Note that, when R is the field of complex numbers, this proposition is proved in [3] in a diffe-
rent manner, based on a result of Ok [40] which is not available in the modular case.
When T{T0 is ramified, one can be more precise (see Proposition 6.1): if π is distinguished, m
is either even or equal to 1. It is not difficult to construct σ-selfdual cuspidal representations of G
such that T{T0 is ramified andm ą 1 is odd: such cuspidal representations are not distinguished
nor ω-distinguished (see Remark 6.5).
Now consider the case where T{T0 is unramified. If π is supercuspidal, thenm is odd (see Pro-
position 8.14). If π is cuspidal only, m can be even. This leaves us with an open question: if π
is a distinguished cuspidal representation of G, is its relative degree m odd?
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1.12.
As in the previous paragraph, π is a σ-selfdual cuspidal R-representation of G. The following
definition will be convenient to us (see Remark 9.2 for the connection with the usual notion of a
generic representation).
Definition 1.5 (Definition 9.1). — A σ-selfdual type in π is said to be generic if either T{T0
is unramified, or T{T0 is ramified and this type has index tm{2u.
Proposition 1.4 thus says that, up to Gσ-conjugacy, a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation π con-
tains a unique generic σ-selfdual type, and that π is distinguished if and only if such a type is dis-
tinguished (see Theorem 9.3). This uniqueness property is crucial to the proof of the disjunction
theorem 1.1.
Let us fix a generic σ-selfdual type pJ,λq in π. Recall that, by construction, λ can be decom-
posed (non canonically) as κbρ. However, not any of these decompositions are suitable for our
purpose. It is not difficult to prove that κ can be chosen to be σ-selfdual, but this is not enough:
we need to prove that κ can be chosen to be both σ-selfdual and distinguished. The strategy of
the proof depends on the ramification of T over T0.
The easiest case is when T{T0 is ramified. Using the fact that m is either even or equal to 1,
we prove that κ can be chosen to be distinguished by adapting an argument of Matringe [34].
When T{T0 is unramified, the existence of a distinguished κ is more difficult. Our proof re-
quires π to be supercuspidal, since in that case m is known to be odd, in which case GLmplq has
GLmpl0q-distinguished cuspidal (and even supercuspidal) representations, where l0 is the residual
field of T0.
In both cases, a distinguished κ is automatically σ-selfdual, and π is distinguished if and only
if ρ is distinguished. Considering ρ as a σ-selfdual level 0 type we are then reduced to the level 0
case, which has been treated by Coniglio in the complex case. We thus have to extend her results
to the modular case, which we know how to do when π is supercuspidal only.
In summary, we need the assumption that π is supercuspidal in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for two
reasons: a) for the existence of a distinguished κ when T{T0 is unramified, and b) for the level 0
case.
1.13.
To study the distinction of ρ when π is supercuspidal, we use admissible pairs of level 0 as
in Coniglio [11]. We attach to ρ a pair pD{T, δq made of an unramified extension of degree m
equipped with an involutive T0-algebra homomorphism, non-trivial on T, denoted by σ, together
with a character δ of Dˆ such that δ ˝σ “ δ´1. (See Paragraphs 4.3 and 4.5, although the result
is presented in a different way there.)
However, the distinguished representation κ of Paragraph 1.12 is not unique in general, thus
neither ρ nor δ are. Write D0 for the σ-fixed points of D, and δ0 for the restriction of δ to Dˆ0 .
This is a quadratic character, trivial on D{D0-norms. We then prove in Proposition 9.5 that the
pair pD{D0, δ0q is uniquely determined by π up to F0-isomorphism. This is the one occuring in
our distinction criterion theorem 1.2.
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It remains to explain our strategy to prove the distinction criterion for ρ, in the modular case,
in terms of the character δ0, as well as the dimension of the space of invariant linear forms. This
depends on the ramification of T{T0.
The easiest case is when T{T0 is unramified. In this case, we are reduced to studying the dis-
tinction of supercuspidal representations of GLmplq by GLmpl0q. That any distinguished irredu-
cible representation is σ-selfdual follows from a finite and ℓ-modular version of Theorem 3.1 (see
Remark 3.2). For the converse statement, we use a lifting argument to characteristic 0, based on
the fact that any σ-selfdual supercuspidal ℓ-modular representation admits a σ-selfdual ℓ-adic
lift. This latter fact does not hold for σ-selfdual cuspidal representations: there exist σ-selfdual
cuspidal representations, with m even, which are not distinguished (see Remark 8.5).
In the case where T{T0 is ramified, we are reduced to studying the distinction of supercuspidal
representations of GLmplq by either GL1plq if m “ 1, or GLrplq ˆGLrplq if m “ 2r is even. It is
more difficult, as we do not have an analogue of Theorem 3.1. Our proof relies on the structure of
the projective envelope of a supercuspidal representation of GLmplq, as well as a lifting argument
to characteristic 0. We prove that a supercuspidal representation is distinguished if and only if it
is selfdual. Unlike the complex case, one can find σ-selfdual cuspidal representations, withm ą 1
odd, which are not distinguished (see Remark 7.2).
In both cases, we prove that a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of GLmplq is distingui-
shed if any only if it admits a distinguished lift to characteristic 0. We conclude by the following
theorem. Let Qℓ be an algebraic closure of the field of ℓ-adic numbers, and Fℓ its residual field.
Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 9.11). — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of the
group G with coefficients in Fℓ.
(1) The representation π admits a σ-selfdual supercuspidal lift to Qℓ.
(2) Let rπ be a σ-selfdual lift of π, and suppose that ℓ ‰ 2. Then rπ is distinguished if and only
if π is distinguished.
1.14.
Let us end this introduction by a couple of remarks. First, the assumption that p ‰ 2 is cru-
cial throughout the paper: we use at many places the fact that the first cohomology set of the
group GalpF{F0q in a pro-p-group is trivial.
Let us also mention that the methods developed in this paper are expected to be generalizable
to other groups G, such as unitary groups.
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2. Notation and basic definitions
Let F{F0 be a quadratic extension of locally compact non-archimedean local fields of residual
characteristic p ‰ 2. Write σ for the non-trivial F0-automorphism of F. Write O for the ring of
integers of F and O0 for that of F0. Write k for the residue field of F and k0 for that of F0. The
involution σ induces a k0-automorphism of k, still denoted σ, which generates Galpk{k0q.
Let R be an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from p, denoted ℓ. (Note that
ℓ can be 0.) We say we are in the “modular case” when we consider the case where ℓ ą 0.
We fix once and for all a character:
(2.1) ψ0 : F0 Ñ Rˆ
trivial on the maximal ideal of O0 but not on O0, and define ψ “ ψ0 ˝ trF{F0.
When ℓ ‰ 2, we write:
(2.2) ω “ ωF{F0 : Fˆ0 Ñ Rˆ
for the character of Fˆ0 whose kernel is the subgroup of F{F0-norms.
Let G be the locally profinite group G “ GLnpFq, with n ě 1, equipped with the involution σ
acting componentwise. Its σ-fixed points is the closed subgroup Gσ “ GLnpF0q. We will identify
the centre of G with Fˆ, and that of Gσ with Fˆ0 .
By representation of a locally profinite group, we always mean a smooth representation on an
R-module. Given a representation π of a closed subgroup H of G, we write π_ for the smooth
contragredient of π, and πσ for the representation π ˝ σ of the subgroup σpHq. We say that π is
σ-selfdual if H is σ-stable and πσ, π_ are isomorphic. If g P G, we write Hg “ tg´1hg | h P Hu
and πg for the representation x ÞÑ πpgxg´1q of Hg. If χ is a character of H, we write πχ for the
representation g ÞÑ χpgqπpgq.
If µ is a character of HXGσ , we say that π is µ-distinguished if the space HomHXGσpπ, µq is
non-zero. If µ is the trivial character, we will simply say that π is HXGσ-distinguished, or just
distinguished. If H “ G and φ is a character of Fˆ0 , we will abbreviate φ ˝ det-distinguished to
φ-distinguished.
An irreducible representation of G is said to be cuspidal if all its proper Jacquet modules are
trivial or, equivalently, if it does not occur as a subrepresentation of a proper parabolically indu-
ced representation. It is said to be supercuspidal if it does not occur as a subquotient of a proper
parabolically induced representation (by [12] Corollaire B.1.3, this is equivalent to not occuring
as a subquotient of the parabolic induction of any irreducible representation of a proper Levi
subgroup of G).
3. A modular version of theorems of Prasad and Flicker
Let us write G “ GLnpFq and Gσ “ GLnpF0q for some n ě 1. We prove the following theorem,
which is well-known in the complex case.
Theorem 3.1. — Let π be a distinguished irreducible representation of G. Then:
(1) The central character of π is trivial on Fˆ0 .
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(2) The contragredient representation π_ is distinguished.
(3) The space HomGσpπ, 1q has dimension 1.
(4) The representations πσ and π_ are isomorphic, that is, π is σ-selfdual.
Proof. — Property 1 is straightforward. Property 2 follows from an argument of Gelfand-Kazh-
dan (see [44] Proposition 8.4 in the modular case). For Properties 3 and 4, we follow the proofs
of Prasad [41] and Flicker [16] in the complex case.
Write C8c pGq for the space of locally constant, compactly supported R-valued functions on G,
and fix an R-valued Haar measure on G, that is, a non-zero R-linear form on C8c pGq invariant
under left translation by G.
Let W denote the vector space of π, and l : W Ñ R be a non-zero Gσ-invariant linear form.
For any f P C8c pGq, define a linear form on W by:
πpfql : w ÞÑ
ż
G
fpxqlpπpxqwq dx.
Since f is smooth, the linear form πpfql on W is smooth. This defines a non-zero homomorphism
L : C8c pGq ÑW_. It is G-equivariant under right translation and Gσ-invariant under left trans-
lation. Since W is irreducible, it is surjective. Similarly, given a non-zero Gσ-invariant linear
form m : W_ Ñ R, we obtain a surjective right G-equivariant and left Gσ-invariant homomor-
phism M from C8c pGq to W__ »W. We now define:
Bpf, gq “ xMpfq,Lpgqy P R
for all f, g P C8c pGq. This defines a right G-invariant and left GσˆGσ-invariant linear form B on
the space C8c pGq b C8c pGq » C8c pGˆGq. As in [41] Lemma 4.2 (and with [16] Proposition 10)
we have:
(3.1) Bpf, gq “ Bpg ˝ σ, f ˝ σq
for all f, g P C8c pGq. It follows that the kernel of L is equal to tf ˝σ | f P KerpMqu. Thus, if l1 is
any nonzero Gσ-invariant linear form on W, with associated homomorphism L1, then L, L1 have
the same kernel. It follows that l1 “ cl for some c P Rˆ by Schur’s Lemma. Thus HomGσpW, 1q
has dimension 1. This proves Property 3.
As in [41] Lemma 4.2, B corresponds to the Gσ-bi-invariant linear form D on C8c pGq defined
by:
Dphq “ mpπphqlq
for all h P C8c pGq. The correspondence between B and D is given by:
Dphq “ Bpkq, with k : px, yq ÞÑ hpxy´1q.
Note that (3.1) gives Dphq “ Dph ˝ σ ˝ ιq with ι : x ÞÑ x´1 on G. Replacing π by π˚ “ π_σ and
exchanging the roles played by l,m we get a linear form:
D˚ : h ÞÑ lpπ˚phqmq.
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Since we have lpπ˚phqmq “ mpπph˝σ ˝ ιqlq, it follows that D˚ “ D. In order to deduce Property
4, it remains to prove that D determines π entirely. For any ξ PW_ we define the function:
cξ : x ÞÑ mpπ_pxqξq “ mpξ ˝ πpx´1qq
on G. Then ξ ÞÑ cξ is an embedding of W_ in the space C8pGσzGq of smooth R-valued functions
on GσzG. For y P G and h P C8c pGq, let yh denote the function x ÞÑ hpxyq. Since L and M
are surjective, there is a function h such that πphql is non-zero. Then y ÞÑ Dpyhq is a non-zero
function in the space C8pGσzGq, generating a subrepresentation isomorphic to W_. Indeed, it is
equal to cπphql. It thus follows from the equality D˚ “ D that we have πσ » π_, as expected.
Remark 3.2. — The same results hold – and the same argument works – when F{F0 is a
quadratic extension of finite fields.
4. Preliminaries on simple types
We assume the reader is familiar with the langage of simple types. We recall the main results
on simple strata, characters and types [10, 6, 8, 36] that we will need. Part of these preliminaries
can also be found in [3].
4.1. Simple strata and characters
Let ra, βs be a simple stratum in the F-algebra MnpFq of nˆ n matrices with entries in F for
some n ě 1. Recall that a is a hereditary order in MnpFq and β is a matrix in MnpFq such that:
(1) the F-algebra E “ Frβs is a field, whose degree over F is denoted d,
(2) the multiplicative group Eˆ normalizes a.
The centralizer of E in MnpFq, denoted B, is an E-algebra isomorphic to MmpEq, with n “ md.
The intersection b “ aXB is a hereditary order in B.
Write pa for the Jacobson radical of a, and U1paq for the compact open pro-p-subgroup 1` pa
of G “ GLnpFq. We recall the following useful simple intersection property ([10] Theorem 1.6.1):
for all x P Bˆ, we have:
(4.1) U1paqxU1paq X Bˆ “ U1pbqxU1pbq.
Associated with ra, βs, there are compact open subgroups:
H1pa, βq Ď J1pa, βq Ď Jpa, βq
of aˆ and a finite set Cpa, βq of characters of H1pa, βq called simple characters, depending on the
choice of the character ψ fixed in Section 2. Write Jpa, βq for the compact mod centre subgroup
generated by Jpa, βq and the normalizer of b in Bˆ.
Proposition 4.1 ([8] 2.1). — We have the following properties:
(1) The group Jpa, βq is the unique maximal compact subgroup of Jpa, βq.
(2) The group J1pa, βq is the unique maximal normal pro-p-subgroup of Jpa, βq.
(3) The group Jpa, βq is generated by J1pa, βq and bˆ, and we have:
(4.2) Jpa, βq X Bˆ “ bˆ, J1pa, βq XBˆ “ U1pbq.
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(4) The normalizer of any simple character θ P Cpa, βq in G is equal to Jpa, βq.
(5) The intertwining set of any θ P Cpa, βq in G is equal to J1pa, βqBˆJ1pa, βq.
By [10] Theorem 3.4.1, the quotient J1pa, βq{H1pa, βq is a finite k-vector space, and the map:
(4.3) px, yq ÞÑ xx, yy “ θpxyx´1y´1q
makes it into a non-degenerate symplectic space. More precisely, if h1pa, βq and j1pa, βq are the
sub-O-lattices of a such that H1pa, βq “ 1` h1pa, βq and J1pa, βq “ 1` j1pa, βq, then we have:
(4.4) x1` u, 1` vy “ ψ ˝ trpβpuv ´ vuqq
for all u, v P j1pa, βq ([7] Proposition 6.1), where tr denotes the trace map of MnpFq.
Let ra1, β1s be another simple stratum in Mn1pFq for some n1 ě 1, and suppose that there is
an F-algebra isomorphism ϕ : Frβs Ñ Frβ1s such that ϕpβq “ β1. Then there is a canonical
bijective map:
(4.5) Cpa, βq Ñ Cpa1, β1q
called the transfer map ([10] Theorem 3.6.14).
When the hereditary order b “ aXB is a maximal order in B, we say that the simple stratum
ra, βs and the simple characters in Cpa, βq are maximal. When this is the case, then, given a
homomorphism of E-algebras B » MmpEq identifying b with the standard maximal order, there
are group isomorphisms:
(4.6) Jpa, βq{J1pa, βq » bˆ{U1pbq » GLmplq
where l is the residue field of E.
4.2. Types and cuspidal representations
Let us write G “ GLnpFq for some n ě 1. A family of pairs pJ,λq called extended maximal sim-
ple types, made of a compact mod centre, open subgroup J of G and an irreducible representation
λ of J, has been constructed in [10] (see also [36] in the modular case).
Given an extended maximal simple type pJ,λq in G, there are a maximal simple stratum ra, βs
in MnpFq and a maximal simple character θ P Cpa, βq such that Jpa, βq “ J and θ is contained
in the restriction of λ to H1pa, βq. Such a simple character is said to be attached to λ. By [10]
Proposition 5.1.1 (or [36] Proposition 2.1 in the modular case), the group J1pa, βq carries, up to
isomorphism, a unique irreductible representation η whose restriction to H1pa, βq contains θ. It
is called the Heisenberg representation associated to θ and has the following properties:
(1) the restriction of η to H1pa, βq is made of pJ1pa, βq : H1pa, βqq1{2 copies of θ,
(2) the representation η extends to J.
For any representation κ of J extending η, there is, up to isomorphism, a unique irreducible re-
presentation ρ of J trivial on J1pa, βq such that λ » κbρ. Through (4.6), the restriction of ρ to
the maximal compact subgroup J “ Jpa, βq identifies with a cuspidal representation of GLmplq.
Remark 4.2. — The reader familiar with the theory of simple types will have noticed that we
did not introduce the notion of beta-extension. Since GLmplq is not isomorphic to GL2pF2q (as
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p is not 2), any character of GLmplq factors through the determinant. It follows that, if ra, βs is
a maximal simple stratum, any representation of J extending η is a beta-extension.
We have the following additional property, which follows from [36] Lemme 2.6.
Proposition 4.3. — Let κ be a representation of J extending η, and write J1 for the maximal
normal pro-p-subgroup of J. The map:
ξ ÞÑ κb ξ
induces a bijection between isomorphism classes of irreducible representations ξ of J trivial on J1
and isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of J whose restriction to J1 contains η.
We now give the classification of cuspidal (irreducible) representation of G in terms of extended
maximal simple types (see [10] 6.2, 8.4 and [36] Section 3 in the modular case).
Proposition 4.4 ([10, 36]). — Let π be a cuspidal representation of G.
(1) There is an extended maximal simple type pJ,λq such that λ occurs as a subrepresentation
of the restriction of π to J. It is uniquely determined up to G-conjugacy.
(2) Compact induction defines a bijection between the G-conjugacy classes of extended maxi-
mal simple types and the isomorphism classes of cuspidal representations of G.
From now on, we will abbreviate extended maximal simple type to type.
4.3. Supercuspidal representations
Let π be a cuspidal representation of G. By Proposition 4.4, it contains a type pJ,λq. Fix an
irreducible representation κ as in Proposition 4.3 and let ρ be the corresponding representation
of J trivial on its maximal normal pro-p-subgroup J1.
Fix a maximal simple stratum ra, βs such that J “ Jpa, βq. Write E “ Frβs and let ρ be the
cuspidal representation of J{J1 » GLmplq induced by ρ. We record the following fact.
Fact 4.5 ([37] Proposition 6.10). — The representation π is supercuspidal if and only if ρ
is supercuspidal.
Now suppose that π is supercuspidal, thus ρ is also supercuspidal. We show how to parame-
trize ρ by an “admissible pair of level zero”. This will be needed in Sections 7 and 9.
First, let t be an extension of degree m of l, and identify tˆ with a maximal torus in GLmplq.
By Green [19] when R has characteristic 0 and James [29] when R has positive characteristic ℓ
prime to the residual characteristic q of k, there is a surjective map:
(4.7) ξ ÞÑ ρξ
between l-regular characters of tˆ and isomorphism classes of supercuspidal irreducible represen-
tations of GLmplq, whose fibers are Galpt{lq-orbits.
Definition 4.6 ([27, 9]). — An admissible pair of level 0 over E is a pair pK{E, ξq made of a
finite unramified extension K of E and a tamely ramified character ξ : Kˆ Ñ Rˆ which does
not factor through NK{L for any field L such that E Ď L Ĺ K. Its degree is rK : Es.
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If pK1{E, ξ1q is another admissible pair of level 0 over E, it is said to be isomorphic to pK{E, ξq
if there is an isomorphism of E-algebras ϕ : K1 Ñ K such that ξ1 “ ξ ˝ ϕ.
Definition 4.7. — An admissible pair pK{E, ξq of level 0 and degree m is attached to ρ if:
(1) writing t for the residue field of K, the l-regular character of tˆ induced by the restriction
of ξ to the units of the ring of integers of K corresponds to ρ via (4.7),
(2) the central character of ρ and the character ξ coincide on Eˆ.
The following proposition is a refinement of the property of the map (4.7).
Proposition 4.8. — The attachment relation defines a bijection:
(4.8) pK{E, ξq ÞÑ ρpK{E, ξq
between isomorphism classes of admissible pairs of level 0 over E and isomorphism classes of irre-
ducible representations of J trivial on J1 whose restriction to J defines a supercuspidal representa-
tion of GLmplq through (4.6).
4.4. The σ-selfdual type theorem
Let us fix an integer n ě 1 and write G “ GLnpFq. We recall the first main result of [3].
Theorem 4.9 ([3] Theorem 4.1). — Let π be a cuspidal representation of G. The representa-
tion π is σ-selfdual if and only if it contains a type pJ,λq such that J is σ-stable and λσ » λ_.
Remark 4.10. — More precisely (see [3] Corollary 4.21), any σ-selfdual cuspidal representation
contain a σ-selfdual type pJ,λq with the additional property that J “ Jpa, βq for some maximal
simple stratum ra, βs in MnpFq such that:
(1) the hereditary order a is σ-stable and σpβq “ ´β;
(2) the element β has the block diagonal form:
β “
¨
˚˝β0 . . .
β0
˛
‹‚“ β0 b 1 PMdpFq bF MmpFq “ MnpFq
for some β0 PMdpFq, where d is the degree of β over F and n “ md; the centralizer B of E “ Frβs
in MnpFq thus identifies with MmpEq, equipped with the involution σ acting componentwise;
(3) the order b “ aX B is the standard maximal order of MmpEq.
Such a type will be useful in the discussion following Proposition 4.16.
Remark 4.11. — If pJ,λq is any σ-selfdual type, then there is a maximal simple stratum ra, βs
in MnpFq such that J “ Jpa, βq, the order a is σ-stable and σpβq “ ´β (see [3] Corollary 4.24).
Such a maximal simple stratum will be said to be σ-selfdual.
Remark 4.12. — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G. Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual
type in π, let ra, βs be a simple stratum such that J “ Jpa, βq and let θ P Cpa, βq be the maximal
simple character attached to λ. Then H1pa, βq is σ-stable and θ ˝ σ “ θ´1.
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Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G. Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type in π and fix
a σ-selfdual simple stratum ra, βs as in Remark 4.11. Then E “ Frβs is σ-stable. We denote by
E0 the field of σ-fixed points in E, by T the maximal tamely ramified sub-extension of E over F
and by T0 the intersection TX E0. Also write d “ rE : Fs and n “ md.
Proposition 4.13 ([3] Proposition 4.30). — The integer:
(4.9) mpπq “ m “ n{d
and the F0-isomorphism class of the quadratic extension T{T0 only depend on π, and not on the
choice of the σ-selfdual simple stratum ra, βs as in Remark 4.11.
The integer m defined by (4.9) it called the relative degree of π. We record a list of properties
of the field extension T{F.
Lemma 4.14. — (1) The canonical homomorphism of T0 bF0 F-modules:
T0 bF0 FÑ T
is an isomorphism.
(2) If F{F0 is unramified, then T{T0 is unramified and T{F has odd residual degree.
(3) The extension T{T0 is ramified if and only if F{F0 is ramified and T0{F0 has odd ramifi-
cation order.
Proof. — Assertion (1) is [3] Lemma 4.10. We now prove (2) and (3).
First, suppose that F{F0 is unramified. We remark that:
fpT{Fq ¨ fpF{F0q “ fpT{T0q ¨ fpT0{F0q
is even. Since F does not embed in T0 as an F0-algebra, T0 has odd residue degree over F0. It
follows that fpT{T0q “ 2 and that T has odd residue degree over F.
Suppose F{F0 is ramified, and let ̟ be a uniformizer of F such that ̟0 “ ̟2 is a uniformizer
of F0. Let e0 be the ramification order of T0{F0, and let t0 be a uniformizer of T0 such that:
̟0 “ te00 ζ0
for some root of unity ζ0 P Fˆ0 of order prime to p. Let a be the greatest integer smaller than or
equal to e0{2, and write x “ ̟t´a0 . We have σpxq “ ´x, thus x R T0 and x2 P T0.
If e0 is odd, then x2 “ ζ0t0 is a uniformizer of T0, whereas x is a uniformizer of T, thus T is
ramified over T0.
If e0 is even, then x2 “ ζ0. It follows that x is a root of unity of order prime to p which is in
T but not in T0, thus T is unramified over T0.
Remark 4.15. — (1) The extensions E{E0 and T{T0 have the same ramification order.
(2) The extension E{E0 is ramified if and only if F{F0 is ramified and E0{F0 has odd ramifica-
tion order.
The first property comes from [3] Remark 4.22, and the second one follows from the first one
together with Lemma 4.14.
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We now recall the classification of all σ-selfdual types contained in a given σ-selfdual cuspidal
representation of G (see [3] Proposition 4.31).
Proposition 4.16. — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G, and let T{T0 denote
the quadratic extension associated to it.
(1) If T is unramified over T0, the σ-selfdual types contained in π form a single Gσ-conjugacy
class.
(2) If T is ramified over T0, the σ-selfdual types contained in π form exactly tm{2u`1 different
Gσ-conjugacy classes.
One can give a more precise description in the ramified case. Suppose that T is ramified over
T0, and let pJ0,λ0q be a σ-selfdual type in π satisfying the conditions of Remark 4.10. Let us fix
a uniformizer t of E. For i “ 0, . . . , tm{2u, let ti denote the diagonal matrix:
diagpt, . . . , t, 1, . . . , 1q P Bˆ “ GLmpEq
where t occurs i times. Then the pairs pJi,λiq “ pJti0 ,λti0 q, for i “ 0, . . . , tm{2u, form a set of re-
presentatives of the Gσ-conjugacy classes of σ-selfdual types in π.
Definition 4.17. — The integer i is called the index of the Gσ-conjugacy class of pJi,λiq. It
does not depend on the choice of pJ0,λ0q, nor on that of t.
Let ra, βs be a simple stratum as in Remark 4.10 such that J0 “ Jpa, βq. If one identifies the
quotient Jpa, βqti{J1pa, βqti with GLmplq via:
Jpa, βqti{J1pa, βqti » Jpa, βq{J1pa, βq » Upbq{U1pbq » GLmplq
then σ acts on GLmplq by conjugacy by the diagonal element:
δi “ diagp´1, . . . ,´1, 1, . . . , 1q P GLmplq
where ´1 occurs i times, and pJpa, βqti XGσq{pJ1pa, βqti XGσq identifies with the Levi subgroup
pGLi ˆGLm´iqplq of GLmplq.
4.5. Admissible pairs and σ-selfduality
Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type in G. Fix a σ-selfdual maximal simple stratum ra, βs such that
J “ Jpa, βq as in Remark 4.11, and a decomposition of λ of the form κbρ as in Paragraph 4.2.
Write E “ Frβs as usual.
Proposition 4.18. — Suppose that the representation ρ is σ-selfdual, and let pK{E, ξq be an ad-
missible pair of level 0 attached to it. Then there is a unique involutive E0-automorphism τ of K
such that ξ ˝ τ “ ξ´1 and τ coincides with σ on E.
Proof. — Let K1 denote the extension of E given by the field K equipped with the map x ÞÑ σpxq
from E to K. Then the pair pK1{E, ξq is admissible of level 0, and it is attached to ρσ. On the
other hand, pK{E, ξ´1q is admissible of level 0, attached to ρ_. Since ρ is σ-selfdual, there is an
E-algebra isomorphism τ : KÑ K1 such that ξ ˝ τ “ ξ´1. We thus have:
ξ ˝ τ2 “ ξ´1 ˝ τ “ ξ
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and τ2 is an E-algebra automorphism of K. By admissibility of pK{E, ξq, the latter automorphism
is trivial, thus τ satisfies the required conditions. Uniqueness follows by admissibility again.
For simplicity, we will write σ for the involutive automorphism given by Proposition 4.18. Let
K0 be the field of σ-fixed points of K. The following lemma will be useful in Section 9.
Lemma 4.19. — If E{E0 is ramified and m is even, then K{K0 is unramified.
Proof. — Write m “ 2r for some r ě 1. Let t be a uniformizer of E such that σptq “ ´t and let
ζ P K be a root of unity of order Qm´1, where Q is the cardinality of l. We thus have E “ E0rts
and K “ Erζs. Since σ is involutive, it induces an involutive l-automorphism of t, the residual
field of K. If the latter were trivial, the relation ξ ˝ σ “ ξ´1 would imply that the character ξ of
tˆ induced by ξ is quadratic, contradicting the fact that it is l-regular. The automorphism of t
induced by σ is thus the rth power of the Frobenius automorphism. Now consider the element:
α “ ζpQr`1q{2.
It has order 2pQr ´ 1q, thus σpαq “ ´α. Since α2 has order Qr ´ 1, the extension of E0 it gene-
rates is unramified and has degree r. We thus have E0rα2, tαs Ď K0 and their degrees are equal.
Now we deduce that K “ K0rαs “ K0rζs is unramified over K0.
4.6.
The following lemma will be useful in Sections 6 and 8, when we investigate decompositions of
σ-selfdual types of the form κb ρ which behave well under σ.
Let θ P Cpa, βq be a maximal simple character such that H1pa, βq is σ-stable and θ ˝ σ “ θ´1.
Let J be its normalizer in G, let J1 be the maximal normal pro-p-subgroup of J and η be the
irreducible representation of J1 containing θ.
Lemma 4.20. — Let κ be a representation of J extending η. There is a unique character µ of
J trivial on J1 such that κσ_ » κµ. It satisfies the identity µ ˝ σ “ µ.
Proof. — Let κ be an irreducible representation of J extending η. By uniqueness of the Heisen-
berg representation, the fact that θ ˝ σ “ θ´1 implies that ησ_ is isomorphic to η. Thus κ and
κσ_ are representations of J extending η. There is a character µ of J trivial on J1 such that we
have κσ_ » κµ. It satisfies µ ˝ σ “ µ. It is unique by Proposition 4.3.
5. The distinguished type theorem
In this section we prove the following result, which is our first main theorem. It will be refined
by Theorem 9.3 in Section 9.
Theorem 5.1. — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G. Then π is distinguished if
and only if it contains a σ-selfdual type pJ,λq such that HomJXGσpλ, 1q is non-zero.
Remark 5.2. — If π is distinguished, it follows easily from the multiplicity 1 property in Theo-
rem 3.1 that the distinguished σ-selfdual types pJ,λq occurring in π form a single Gσ-conjugacy
class (see Remark 5.22).
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Remark 5.3. — When π is a complex σ-selfdual cuspidal representation, Theorem 5.1 is proved
in [3] in a different manner than the one given here, although both proofs use the σ-selfdual type
theorem 4.9. The proof given in [3] is based on a result of Ok [40], which is available for complex
representations only.
Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation. Theorem 4.9 tells us that it contains a σ-selfdual
type pJ,λq, and Proposition 4.4 tells us that π is compactly induced from λ. A simple application
of the Mackey formula gives us:
(5.1) HomGσpπ, 1q »
ź
g
HomJgXGσpλg, 1q
where g ranges over a set of representatives of pJ,Gσq-double cosets in G.
Remark 5.4. — It follows from Theorem 3.1 that there is at most one double coset JgGσ such
that the space HomJgXGσpλg, 1q is non-zero, and that this space has dimension at most 1. Thus
the product in (5.1) is actually a direct sum.
In this section, our main task (achieved in Paragraph 5.5) is to prove that, if HomJgXGσpλg, 1q
is non-zero, then σpgqg´1 P J. Theorem 5.1 will follow easily from there (see Paragraph 5.6).
We may assume that J “ Jpa, βq for a maximal simple stratum ra, βs satisfying the conditions
of Remark 4.10. The extension E “ Frβs, its centralizer B and the maximal order b “ aXB are
thus stable by σ. We write d “ rE : Fs and n “ md. We identify B with the E-algebra MmpEq
equipped with the involution σ acting componentwise, and b with its standard maximal order.
We write E0 “ Eσ, the field of σ-invariant elements of E, and fix once and for all a uniformizer
t of E such that:
(5.2) σptq “
"
t if E is unramified over E0,
´t if E is ramified over E0.
We also write J “ Jpa, βq, J1 “ J1pa, βq and H1 “ H1pa, βq. Recall that J “ EˆJ.
We denote by T the maximal tamely ramified sub-extension of E over F, and set T0 “ TXE0.
We insist on the fact that, throughout this section, we assume that the stratum ra, βs satisfies
the conditions of Remark 4.10.
5.1. Double cosets contributing to the distinction of θ
Let θ P Cpa, βq be the maximal simple character occurring in the restriction of λ to H1. Sup-
pose that HomJgXGσpλg, 1q is non-zero for some double coset JgGσ . Restricting to H1gXGσ, we
deduce that the character θg is trivial on H1g XGσ.
In this paragraph, we look for the double cosets JgGσ Ď G such that the character θg is trivial
on H1g XGσ. For this, let us introduce the following general lemma.
Lemma 5.5. — Let τ be an involution of G, let H be a τ -stable open pro-p-subgroup of G and
let χ be a character of H such that χ ˝ τ “ χ´1. Let g P G. Then χg is trivial on Hg X Gτ if
and only if τpgqg´1 intertwines χ.
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Proof. — Write K for the τ -stable subgroup Hg X τpHgq, which contains Hg XGτ . Let A be the
quotient of K by rK,Ks, the closure of the derived subgroup of K. This is a τ -stable commutative
pro-p-group. Given x P K, write x1 for its image in A. For any b P A, we have:
b “
a
bτpbq ¨
a
bτpbq´1
where b ÞÑ ?b is the inverse of the automorphism b ÞÑ b2 of A. Thus, for any x P K, there are
y, z P K such that x “ yz and τpy1q “ y1 and τpz1q “ z1´1.
Since τpzq “ z´1h for some h P rK,Ks, we have:
(5.3) χgpτpzqq “ χgpz´1hq “ χgpzq´1.
On the other hand, since τpyq “ yk for some k P rK,Ks, the element y´1τpyq defines a 1-cocycle
in the τ -stable pro-p-group rK,Ks. Since p ‰ 2, this cocycle is a coboundary, which implies:
(5.4) y P pHg XGτ qrK,Ks.
Now suppose that χg is trivial on Hg XGτ . Then (5.3) and (5.4) imply that:
(5.5) χgpτpxqq “ χgpτpzqq “ χgpzq´1 “ χgpxq´1, for all x P K.
Besides, (5.5) is equivalent to χg being trivial on Hg XGτ . On the other hand, we have:
(5.6) χg ˝ τ “ pχ ˝ τqτpgq “ pχ´1qτpgq “ pχτpgqq´1
on K by assumption on χ. If we set γ “ τpgqg´1, then (5.5) is equivalent to:
χphq “ χγphq for all h P HX γ´1Hγ.
This amounts to saying that γ intertwines χ.
Proposition 5.6. — Let g P G. Then the character θg is trivial on H1g XGσ if and only if we
have σpgqg´1 P JBˆJ.
Proof. — This follows from Lemma 5.5 applied to the simple character θ of H1 and the involution
σ, together with the fact that the intertwining set of θ is JBˆJ by Proposition 4.1(5).
5.2. The double coset lemma
We now prove the following fundamental lemma.
Lemma 5.7. — Let g P G. Then σpgqg´1 P JBˆJ if and only if g P JBˆGσ.
Proof. — Write γ “ σpgqg´1. If g P JBˆGσ, one verifies immediately that γ P JBˆJ. Converse-
ly, suppose that γ P JcJ for some c P Bˆ. We will first show that the double coset representative
c can be chosen nicely.
Lemma 5.8. — There is a b P Bˆ such that γ P JbJ and bσpbq “ 1.
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Proof. — Recall that Bˆ has been identified with GLmpEq and U “ JXBˆ “ bˆ is its standard
maximal compact subgroup. By the Cartan decomposition, Bˆ decomposes as the disjoint union
of the double cosets:
U ¨ diagpta1 , . . . , tamq ¨U
where a1 ě . . . ě am ranges over non-increasing sequences of m integers, and diagpλ1, . . . , λmq
denotes the diagonal matrix of Bˆ with eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λm P Eˆ. We thus may assume that
c “ diagpta1 , . . . , tamq for a uniquely determined sequence of integers a1 ě . . . ě am.
The fact that σpγq “ γ´1 implies that we have c P Jc´1JXBˆ. Using the simple intersection
property (4.1) together with the fact that J “ UJ1 and J1 Ď U1paq, we have Jc´1JXBˆ “ Uc´1U.
The uniqueness of the Cartan decomposition of Bˆ thus implies that the sequences a1 ě . . . ě am
and ´am ě . . . ě ´a1 are equal. We thus have ai`am`1´i “ 0 for all i P t1, . . . ,mu. Now write
κ “ σptqt´1 P t´1, 1u and choose signs κ1, . . . , κm P t´1, 1u such that κiκm`1´i “ κai for all i.
This is always possible since apm`1q{2 “ 0 when m is odd. Then the antidiagonal element:
(5.7) b “
¨
˚˝ κ1ta1
. .
.
κmt
am
˛
‹‚P Bˆ
satisfies the required conditions bσpbq “ 1 and γ P JbJ.
Now write γ “ x1bx with x, x1 P J and b P Bˆ. Replacing g by σpx1q´1g does not change the
double coset JgGσ but changes γ into bxσpx1q. From now on, we will thus assume that:
(5.8) γ “ bx, bσpbq “ 1, x P J, b is of the form (5.7).
Write K for the group JX b´1Jb. Since σpbq “ b´1 and J is σ-stable, we have x P K.
Lemma 5.9. — The map δ : k ÞÑ b´1σpkqb is an involutive group automorphism of K.
Proof. — This follows from an easy calculation using the fact that bσpbq “ 1.
Let b1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą br be the unique decreasing sequence of integers such that:
ta1, . . . , amu “ tb1, . . . , bru
and mj denote the multiplicity of bj in pa1, . . . , amq, for j P t1, . . . , ru. We have mj “ mr`1´j
for all j, and m1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mr “ m. These integers define a standard Levi subgroup:
(5.9) M “ GLm1dpFq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLmrdpFq Ď G.
Write P for the standard parabolic subgroup of G generated by M and upper triangular matri-
ces. Let N and N´ denote the unipotent radicals of P and its opposite parabolic subgroup with
respect to M, respectively. Since b has the form (5.7), it normalizes M and we have:
K “ pK XN´q ¨ pKXMq ¨ pK XNq,
KX P “ JX P,
KXN´ Ď J1 XN´.
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We have similar properties for the subgroup V “ KX Bˆ “ UX b´1Ub of Bˆ, that is:
V “ pV XN´q ¨ pVXMq ¨ pV XNq,
VX P “ UX P,
VXN´ Ď U1 XN´,
where U1 “ J1 X Bˆ “ U1pbq. Note that this subgroup V is stable by δ.
Lemma 5.10. — The subset:
K1 “ pKXN´q ¨ pJ1 XMq ¨ pKXNq
is a δ-stable normal pro-p-subgroup of K, and we have K “ VK1.
Proof. — To prove that K1 is a subgroup of K, it is enough to prove that one has the containment
pKXNq ¨ pKXN´q Ď K1. Let j1 be the sub-O-lattice of a such that J1 “ 1` j1 and let j “ b` j1,
thus J “ jˆ. A simple computation shows that KXN´ Ď p1` tjq XN´ and:
pK XNq ¨ pKXN´q Ď pKXN´q ¨ pp1` tjq XMq ¨ pK XNq.
The expected result thus follows from the fact that tj Ď j1. Besides, K1 is a δ-stable pro-p-group.
Since VXM normalizes KXN´, KXN and K1 XM, we have pVXMqK1 “ K whence K1 is
normal in K and K “ VK1, as expected.
The subgroup K1 is useful in the following lemma. Note that we have xδpxq “ 1.
Lemma 5.11. — Let y P K be such that yδpyq “ 1. There are k P K and v P V such that:
(1) the element v is diagonal in Bˆ with eigenvalues in t´1, 1u and it satisfies vδpvq “ 1,
(2) one has δpkqyk´1 P vK1.
Proof. — Let V1 “ VXK1 “ K1 X Bˆ. We have:
V1 “ pVXN´q ¨ pU1 XMq ¨ pUXNq.
We thus have canonical δ-equivariant group isomorphisms:
(5.10) K{K1 » V{V1 » pUXMq{pU1 XMq.
By (5.9), we have MXBˆ “ GLm1pEqˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLmrpEq, thus the right hand side of (5.10) iden-
tifies with M “ GLm1plqˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGLmrplq, where l denotes the residue field of E. Besides, since b
is given by (5.7), the involution δ acts on M as:
pg1, . . . , grq ÞÑ pσpgrq, . . . , σpg1qq.
Write y “ vy1 for some v P V and y1 P K1. The simple intersection property (4.1) gives us:
δpvq´1 “ δpy1qvy1 P VXK1vK1 “ V1vV1.
Thus there is u P V1 such that vuδpvuq P V1. Replacing pv, y1q by pvu, u´1y1q, we may and will
assume that y “ vy1 with vδpvq P V1.
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We now compute the first cohomology set of δ in M. Let w “ pw1, . . . , wrq denote the image
of y in M. We have wδpwq “ 1, that is:
σpwjq “ w´1r`1´j , for all j P t1, . . . , ru.
If r is even, one can find an element a PM such that w “ δpaqa´1. If r is odd, say r “ 2s´1, one
can find an element a PM such that:
δpaqwa´1 “ p1, . . . , 1, ws, 1, . . . , 1q
and we have wsσpwsq “ 1. If E{E0 is unramified, then l is quadratic over the residue field of E0,
and it follows from the triviality of the first cohomology set of σ in GLmsplq that w “ σpcqc´1
for some c PM. In these two cases, we thus may find k P K such that δpkqxk´1 P K1.
It remains to treat the case where r is odd and E{E0 is ramified. In this case, we have w2s “ 1,
thus ws is conjugate in GLmsplq to a diagonal element with eigenvalues 1 and ´1. Let i denote
the multiplicity of ´1. Let:
v P UXM “ GLm1pOEq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLmrpOEq
(here OE is the ring of integers of E) be a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues 1 and ´1, such that
´1 occurs with multiplicity i and only in the sth block. Then vδpvq “ 1 and there is k P K such
that δpkqyk´1 P vK1.
Applying Lemma 5.11 to x gives us k P K, v P V such that bvσpbvq “ 1 and δpkqxk´1 P vK1.
Besides, bv is antidiagonal of the form (5.7) and σpkqγk´1 P bvK1. Therefore, replacing g by kg,
which does not change the double coset JgGσ, we will assume that γ can be written:
(5.11) γ “ bx, bσpbq “ 1, x P J1, b is of the form (5.7).
Comparing with (5.8), we now have a stronger condition on x, that is xδpxq “ 1 and x P K1.
Since K1 is a δ-stable pro-p-group and p is odd, the first cohomology set of δ in K1 is trivial.
Thus x “ δpyqy´1 for some y P K1, hence γ “ σpyqby´1. Since bσpbq “ 1 and the first cohomo-
logy set of σ in Bˆ is trivial, one has b “ σphqh´1 for some h P Bˆ. Thus g P yhGσ Ď JBˆGσ,
and Lemma 5.7 is proved.
5.3. Contribution of the Heisenberg representation
Let η be the Heisenberg representation of J1 associated to θ (see §4.2). In this paragraph, we
prove the following result.
Proposition 5.12. — Given g P G, we have:
dimHomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q “
"
1 if g P JBˆGσ,
0 otherwise.
Proof. — Suppose that HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q is non-zero. Restricting to H1gXGσ , the character θg
is trivial on H1gXGσ, and Proposition 5.6 together with Lemma 5.7 give us g P JBˆGσ. Conver-
sely, assume that g P JBˆGσ. Since the dimension of HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q does not change when g
varies in a given pJ,Gσq-double coset, we may and will assume that we have g P Bˆ. Thus we
have γ “ σpgqg´1 P Bˆ as well.
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Lemma 5.13. — The map τ : x ÞÑ γ´1σpxqγ is an involutive automorphism of G and, for any
subgroup H Ď G, we have Hg XGσ “ pHXGτ qg.
Proof. — This follows from an easy calculation using the fact that σpγq “ γ´1.
Our goal is thus to prove that the space HomJ1XGτ pη, 1q has dimension 1. By Paragraph 4.2,
the representation of J1 induced from θ decomposes as the direct sum of pJ1 : H1q1{2 copies of
the representation η. The space:
(5.12) HomJ1XGτ
´
IndJ
1
H1pθq, 1
¯
thus decomposes as the direct sum of pJ1 : H1q1{2 copies of HomJ1XGτ pη, 1q. Applying the Fro-
benius reciprocity and the Mackey formula, the space (5.12) is isomorphic to:
HomJ1
´
IndJ
1
H1pθq, IndJ
1
J1XGτ p1q
¯
»à
xPX
HomH1
´
θ, IndH
1
H1XpJ1XGτ qxp1q
¯
where X is equal to J1{pJ1 XGτ qH1. Since J1 normalizes θ, this is isomorphic to:
(5.13)
à
xPX
HomH1
´
θ, IndH
1
H1XGτ p1q
¯
»à
xPX
HomH1XGτ pθ, 1q.
Since HomH1XGτ pθ, 1q has dimension 1, the right hand side of (5.13) has dimension the cardina-
lity of X. It thus remains to prove that X has cardinality pJ1 : H1q1{2, or equivalently:
(5.14) pJ1 XGτ : H1 XGτ q “ pJ1 : H1q 12 .
Now consider the groups J1 X J1γ and H1 XH1γ , which are both stable by τ .
Lemma 5.14. — We have θpτpxqq “ θpxq´1 for all x P H1 XH1γ .
Proof. — Given x P H1 XH1γ , and using the fact that θ ˝ σ “ θ´1 on H1, we have:
θpτpxqq´1 “ θ ˝ σpτpxqq “ θγpxq “ θpxq
since γ P Bˆ intertwines θ.
Let us write V for the k-vector space pJ1XJ1γq{pH1XH1γq equipped with both the involution
τ and the symplectic form px, yq ÞÑ xx, yy induced by (4.3). We write V` “ tv P V | τpvq “ vu
and V´ “ tv P V | τpvq “ ´vu. We have the decomposition V “ V` ‘ V´ since p ‰ 2.
Lemma 5.15. — The subspaces V` and V´ are totally isotropic.
Proof. — Indeed, thanks to Lemma 5.14, first note that:
(5.15) xτpxq, yy “ xτpyq, xy, x, y P V.
If x, y P V`, then we get xx, yy “ xx, yy´1, thus xx, yy “ 1 since p ‰ 2. If x, y P V´, then we get
xx´1, yy “ xx, y´1y´1. But xx´1, yy “ xx, yy´1 “ xx, y´1y. It follows again that xx, yy “ 1.
Let W denote the kernel of the symplectic form px, yq ÞÑ xx, yy on V, that is:
W “ tw P V | xw, vy “ 1 for all v P Vu.
Let Y and Y1 denote the images of H1 X J1γ and J1 XH1γ in V, respectively.
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Lemma 5.16. — The subspaces Y and Y1 are both contained in W, and we have W “ Y‘ Y1.
Proof. — One easily verifies that τ stabilizes W and exchanges Y and Y1. First note that Y ĎW,
since xx, yy “ 1 for any x P H1 and y P J1. By applying τ , and thanks to (5.15), we deduce that
Y
1 is also contained in W. Now, thanks to (4.4), we have:
x1` x, 1` yy “ ψ ˝ trpβpxy ´ yxqq
for all x, y P j1 X j1γ , where j1 is the sub-O-lattice of a such that J1 “ 1` j1. Let aβ denote the
endomorphism of F-algebras x ÞÑ βx ´ xβ of MnpFq. Given a subset S Ď MnpFq, write S˚ for
the set of a PMnpFq such that ψptrpasqq “ 1 for all s P S. Then the set of x P j1 X j1γ such that
x1` x, 1` yy “ 1 for all y P j1 X j1γ is equal to:
j1 X j1γ X aβpj1 X j1γq˚ “ j1 X j1γ X paβpj1q X aβpj1qγq˚
“ j1 X j1γ X paβpj1q˚ ` aβpj1q˚γq
“ j1γ X pj1 X aβpj1q˚q ` j1 X pj1 X aβpj1q˚qγ .
We now claim that:
(5.16) j1 X aβpj1q˚ “ h1.
To see this, look at the case where g “ 1. On the one hand, for x P j1, we have x1`x, 1` yy “ 1
for all y P j1 if and only if x P j1 X aβpj1q˚. On the other hand, the symplectic form (4.3) on
the space J1{H1 is non-degenerate. We thus have j1 X aβpj1q˚ Ď h1 and the other containment
follows from the fact that ψ is trivial on the maximal ideal of O.
We now go back to our general situation with g P Bˆ. Applying (5.16) to j1 and j1γ , we get:
j1 X j1γ X aβpj1 X j1γq˚ “ j1γ X h1 ` h1γ X j1.
The result follows.
Corollary 5.17. — The subspaces W` “WXV` and W´ “WXV´ have the same dimension
and we have W “W` ‘W´.
Proof. — The map x ÞÑ x` τpxq is an isomorphism from Y to W`, and the map x ÞÑ x´ τpxq
is an isomorphism from Y to W´. Thanks to Lemma 5.16 and the fact that Y, Y1 have the same
dimension, we thus have:
dimW` ` dimW´ “ 2 ¨ dimY “ dimW,
which ends the proof of the corollary.
Now consider the non-degenerate symplectic space V{W. It decomposes into the direct sum of
two totally isotropic subspaces pV` `Wq{W and pV´ `Wq{W. We thus have:
maxpdimppV` `Wq{Wq,dimppV´ `Wq{Wqq ď 1
2
¨ dimpV{Wq,
dimppV` `Wq{Wq ` dimppV´ `Wq{Wq “ dimpV{Wq.
These spaces thus have the same dimension and are maximal totally isotropic. Corollary 5.17 now
implies that V` and V´ have the same dimension. This ends the proof of the proposition.
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5.4. Contribution of the mixed Heisenberg representation
Let g P JBˆGσ. We have seen in Paragraph 5.2 (see (5.11)) that, changing g without changing
the double coset JgGσ , we may assume that g P Bˆ and that γ “ σpgqg´1 can be written γ “ bu
with b of the form (5.7) and u P U1 “ J1 XBˆ. We write τ for the involution defined by Lemma
5.13 and U “ JX Bˆ.
We have a standard Levi subgroup M of G defined by (5.9) and parabolic subgroups P, P´ of G
with Levi component M, opposite to each other and with unipotent radicals N, N´ respectively.
There is a unique standard hereditary order bm Ď b such that:
bˆm “ pU1 XN´q ¨ pUX Pq.
Since u P U1 Ď U1pbmq and thanks to the specific form of b, one verifies that:
(5.17) U1pbmq “ pU1 X P´q ¨ pUXNq “ pUXU1γqU1.
Let am Ď a be the unique hereditary order of MnpFq normalized by Eˆ such that am XB “ bm.
This gives us a simple stratum ram, βs. Let θm P Cpam, βq be the transfer of θ (see (4.5)) and ηm
be the Heisenberg representation on J1m “ J1pam, βq associated with θm (by [10] Proposition
5.1.1 and [36] Proposition 2.1).
Let S1 be the pro-p-subgroup U1pbmqJ1 Ď J. By [10] Proposition 5.1.15, there is an irreducible
representation µ of the group S1, unique up to isomorphism, extending η and such that:
(5.18) IndU
1pamq
S1 pµq » Ind
U1pamq
J1m
pηmq.
In this paragraph, we prove the following result.
Proposition 5.18. — We have dimHomS1gXGσpµg, 1q “ 1.
Proof. — Since µ extends η, the space HomS1gXGσpµg, 1q is contained in the 1-dimensional space
HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q. It is thus enough to prove that HomS1gXGσpµg, 1q is non-zero. Equivalently,
by Lemma 5.13, it is enough to prove that HomS1XGτ pµ, 1q is non-zero.
First note that, since bm is σ-stable, am is σ-stable as well. We have:
σpH1pam, βqq “ H1pσpamq, σpβqq “ H1pam,´βq “ H1pam, βq
thus H1m “ H1pam, βq is σ-stable. By an argument similar to the one used in [3] Paragraph 4.6,
it then follows that θm ˝ σ “ pθmq´1.
Since γ intertwines θm by Proposition 4.1(5), it follows from Proposition 5.6 that the character
θgm is trivial on H
1g
m XGσ, thus HomJ1gm XGσpηgm, 1q “ HomJ1mXGτ pηm, 1q is non-zero. Inducing to
U1pamq, we get:
HomU1pamqXGτ
´
IndU
1pamq
J1m
pηmq, 1
¯
‰ t0u.
Applying the Frobenius reciprocity and the Mackey formula, it follows that there is a x P U1pamq
such that:
(5.19) HomS1xXGτ pµx, 1q ‰ t0u.
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We claim that x P S1pU1pamq XGτ q. Restricting (5.19) to the subgroup H1x XGτ and applying
Proposition 5.6, we get:
σpxgqg´1x´1 “ σpxqγx´1 P J1BˆJ1 XU1pamqγU1pamq.
Write σpxqγx´1 “ jcj1 for some j, j1 P J1 and c P Bˆ. Since γ P Bˆ and J1 Ď U1pamq, the simple
intersection property (4.1) implies that c P U1pamqγU1pamq X Bˆ “ U1pbmqγU1pbmq. Therefore
we have σpxqγx´1 “ σpsqγs1 for some s, s1 P S1. If we let y “ s´1x, then we have σpyqγy´1 “ γl
for some l P S1, that is τpyqy´1 “ l. Since the first cohomology set of τ in S1 X S1γ is trivial, we
get l “ τphqh´1 for some h P S1. This gives us:
x P U1pamq X S1pGσqg´1
and the claim follows from the fact that S1 Ď U1pamq.
Putting the claim and (5.19) together, we deduce that HomS1XGτ pµ, 1q is non-zero.
5.5. The double coset theorem
Let κ be an irreducible representation of J extending η as in Paragraph 4.2. There is an irre-
ducible representation ρ of J, unique up to isomorphism, which is trivial on the subgroup J1 and
satisfies λ » κb ρ. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.19. — Let g P JBˆGσ.
(1) There is a unique character χ of Jg XGσ trivial on J1g XGσ such that:
HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q “ HomJgXGσpκg, χ´1q.
(2) The canonical linear map:
HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q bHomJgXGσpρg, χq Ñ HomJgXGσpλg, 1q
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Let us fix a non-zero linear form E P HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q. The choice of κ defines an
action of Jg X Gσ on the space HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q, which has dimension 1 by Proposition 5.12.
This determines a unique character χ of Jg XGσ trivial on J1g XGσ such that:
E ˝ κgpxq “ χpxq´1 ¨ E
for all x P Jg XGσ. This gives us the first part of the lemma.
Given L P HomJgXGσpλg, 1q and w in the space of ρ, the linear form v ÞÑ L pv bwq defined
on the space of η is in HomJ1gXGσpηg, 1q. By Proposition 5.12 it is thus of the form F pwqE for
a unique F pwq P R. We have L “ E bF and F P HomJgXGσpρg, χq.
Theorem 5.20. — Let g P G and suppose HomJgXGσpλg, 1q is non-zero. Then σpgqg´1 P J.
Proof. — We know from Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 that g P JBˆGσ . We thus may assume
that g P Bˆ and γ “ σpgqg´1 is as in Paragraph 5.4. In particular, we have a standard hereditary
order bm Ď b and an involution τ .
Let us fix an irreducible representation κ of J extending η, and let χ be the character given by
Lemma 5.19. The restriction of κ to J, denoted κ, is an irreducible representation of J extending
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η. It follows from Remark 4.2 that κ is a beta-extension of η, and from [10] Theorem 5.2.3 that
κ extends µ. Proposition 5.18 thus implies:
HomS1gXGσpµg, 1q “ HomJgXGσpκg, χ´1q
and χ is trivial on U1pbmqg XGσ. By Lemma 5.19, the space HomJgXGσpρg, χq is non-zero.
Write U “ JXBˆ and U1 “ J1 XBˆ. Since g P Bˆ, we have Jg XGσ “ pUg XGσqpJ1g XGσq.
Let ρ be the restriction of ρ to J. Then HomUgXGσpρg, χq is non-zero. Lemma 5.13 implies:
(5.20) HomU1pbmqXGτ pρ, 1q “ HomU1pbmqgXGσpρg, 1q ‰ t0u.
We now describe more carefuly the subgroup U1pbmq.
Lemma 5.21. — We have U1pbmq “ pU1pbmq XGτ qU1.
Proof. — We follow the proof of [25] Proposition 5.20. According to (5.17) it is enough to prove
that UXU1γ is contained in pU1pbmqXGτ qU1. Let x P UXU1γ and define y “ x´1τpxq´1xτpxq.
Then y P U1 XU1γ and yτpyq “ 1. Since the first cohomology set of τ in U1 XU1γ is trivial, we
get y “ zτpzq´1 for some z P U1 XU1γ . Define x1 “ xτpxqτpzq. Then x1 P U1pbmq XGτ and we
have x P x1U1.
Since ρ is trivial on U1, Lemma 5.21 and (5.20) together imply that HomU1pbmqpρ, 1q is non-
zero. Since U1pbmq{U1 is a unipotent subgroup of U{U1 » GLmplq, the fact that the represen-
tation ρ is cuspidal (see Paragraph 4.2) implies that bm “ b, that is γ P U Ď J.
Lemma 4.25 of [3] gives a detailed account of the elements g P G such that σpgqg´1 P J.
5.6. Proof of Theorem 5.1
Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G, and pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type in π given by
Theorem 4.9. If the space HomJXGσpλ, 1q is non-zero, then (5.1) implies that π is distinguished.
Conversely, suppose that π is distinguished and that pJ,λq has been chosen as in Remark 4.10
as it may be. Then the space HomJgXGσpλg, 1q is non-zero for some g P G. By Theorem 5.20,
one has σpgqg´1 P J. Thus Jg is σ-stable, and:
pλgqσ “ pλσqσpgq » pλ_qg “ pλgq_
thus the type pJg,λgq is σ-selfdual.
Remark 5.22. — Let pJ,λq and pJ1,λ1q be two distinguished σ-selfdual types in π. Since they
both occur in π, there is a g P G such that J1 “ Jg and λ1 » λg. Thanks to the multiplicity 1
property of Theorem 3.1, the formula (5.1) tells us that the double cosets JGσ and JgGσ are
equal, which implies that g P JGσ. Thus a distinguished cuspidal representation π contains, up
to Gσ-conjugacy, a unique distinguished σ-selfdual type.
Recall that Proposition 4.13 associates to any σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G a quadra-
tic extension T{T0.
Corollary 5.23. — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G, and suppose that T{T0
is unramified. Then π is distinguished if and only if any σ-selfdual type in π is distinguished.
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Proof. — This follows from Theorem 5.1 together with Proposition 4.16, which says that the
representation π contains, up to Gσ-conjugacy, a unique σ-selfdual type.
When T{T0 is ramified, Proposition 4.16 tells us that π contains more than one Gσ-conjugacy
class of σ-selfdual types as soon as its relative degree m is at least 2. In the next section, we will
see that the Gσ-conjugacy class of index tm{2u (see Definition 4.17) is the only one which may
contribute to the distinction of π.
6. The cuspidal ramified case
As usual, write G “ GLnpFq for some n ě 1. To any σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G,
one can associate a quadratic extension T{T0 and its relative degree m (see Proposition 4.13).
In this section, we will consider the case where T{T0 is ramified.
6.1.
The first main result of this section is the following proposition, which we will prove in Para-
graph 6.4.
Proposition 6.1. — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G with quadratic extension
T{T0 and relative degree m. Suppose T{T0 is ramified. Then π is distinguished if and only if:
(1) either m “ 1 or m is even, and
(2) any σ-selfdual type of index tm{2u contained in π is distinguished.
Remark 6.2. — Proposition 6.1 refines Theorem 5.1 by saying that, if T{T0 is ramified, then
the Gσ-conjugacy class of σ-selfdual types of index tm{2u contained in π is the only one which
may contribute to the distinction of π. See [3] Proposition 5.5 for a characterization of this class
in terms of Whittaker data. See also Definition 9.1 and Remark 9.2 below.
Remark 6.3. — If we assume π to be supercuspidal in Proposition 6.1, thenm is automatically
either even or equal to 1, even if π is not distinguished (see Proposition 7.8).
Remark 6.4. — In particular, if π is a complex σ-selfdual cuspidal irreducible representation of
G, then m is either even or equal to 1. In this case, Proposition 6.1 is proved in [3] (see Remark
5.3 above and [3] Corollary 6.11 and Remark 6.12).
Remark 6.5. — However, if π is non-supercuspidal in Proposition 6.1, then its relative degree
m need not be either even nor equal to 1. Let k be a divisor of n, and τ be a σ-selfdual super-
cuspidal representation of GLn{kpFq. Assume R has characteristic ℓ ą 0, let ν be the unramified
character “absolute value of the determinant” and let epτq be the smallest integer i ě 1 such that
τνi » τ . Suppose that k “ epτqℓu for some u ě 0. Then [37] Théorème 6.14 tells us that the
unique generic irreducible subquotient π of the normalized parabolically induced representation:
τ ˆ τν ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ τνk´1
is cuspidal, and that it is σ-selfdual since τ is. If k ą 1 and mpπq “ kmpτq is odd, then π is a
σ-selfdual cuspidal representation which is not distinguished nor ω-distinguished. (For instance,
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let τ be the trivial character of Fˆ and choose k “ n “ ℓ with ℓ ‰ 2 dividing q ´ 1, which gives
mpτq “ epτq “ 1).
6.2. A mirabolic prelude
In this paragraph, the notation is independent from the rest of the article. This paragraph is
inspired from Matringe [34]. As before, k denotes the residue field of F.
Let G be the group GLnpkq for some n ě 2. Write P for the mirabolic subgroup of G, made
of all matrices in G whose last row is p0 . . . 0 1q. Let U be the unipotent radical of P, and G1
be the image of GLn´1pkq in G under the group homomorphism:
g ÞÑ
ˆ
g 0
0 1
˙
.
We thus have P “ G1U, and we write P1 for the mirabolic subgroup of G1. Let N be the maximal
unipotent subgroup of G made of all upper trangular unipotent matrices, and ψ be a non-trivial
character of k. We still write ψ for the non-degenerate character
x ÞÑ ψpx1,2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn´1,nq
of N. We have a functor:
π ÞÑ IndPP1Upπ b ψq
denoted Φ`, from R-representations of P1 to R-representations of P, where π b ψ is the repre-
sentation of P1U defined by xu ÞÑ πpxqψpuq for all x P P1 and u P U.
Given integers r, s ě 0 such that r` s “ n, let Hr,s be the subgroup of G defined in Matringe
[34]. This is the conjugate of the Levi subgroup GLrpkqˆGLspkq of G under some permutation
matrix wr,s. If s ě 1, let H1r,s be the subgroup G1 XHr,s (denoted Hr,s´1 in [34]).
Lemma 6.6. — Let π be a representation of P1, and let χ be a character of Hr,s. Suppose that
the space HomPXHr,spΦ`pπq, χq is non-zero. Then HomP1XH1r,spπ, χq is non-zero.
Proof. — Applying the Mackey formula, and since G1 normalizes U, the restriction of Φ`pπq to
PXHr,s decomposes as the direct sum:à
g
IndPXHr,sPXHr,sXP1gUpπg b ψgq
where g ranges over a set of representatives of pP1U,PXHr,sq-double cosets in P. Since P “ G1U,
we may assume g ranges over a set of representatives of pP1,H1r,sq-double cosets in G1. For each g,
let us write:
πg b IndPXHr,sUXHr,spψgq » Ind
PXHr,s
UXHr,spπg b ψgq
» IndPXHr,sPXHr,sXP1gU
´
pπg b ψgq b IndPXHr,sXP1gUUXHr,s p1q
¯
(6.1)
where πg is considered as a multiplicity space in the left hand side. Since the induced representa-
tion IndPXHr,sXP
1gU
UXHr,s p1q canonically surjects onto the trivial character of PXHr,s XP1gU by Fro-
benius reciprocity, the right hand side of (6.1) surjects onto:
IndPXHr,sPXHr,sXP1gUpπg b ψgq.
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It follows that, if HomPXHr,spΦ`pπq, χq is non-zero, then there is a g P G1 such that:
HomPXHr,s
´
IndPXHr,sUXHr,spψgq, χ
¯
‰ t0u.
By Frobenius reciprocity, this implies that ψg “ χ on UXHr,s. Since χ extends to Hr,s, which is
G-conjugate to GLrpkqˆGLspkq, and since the cardinality of k is odd, χ is trivial on unipotent
elements of Hr,s. We thus get ψg “ 1 on UX Hr,s. By [34] Lemma 3.1, this implies g P P1H1r,s,
that is, we may assume that g “ 1. We thus have:
HomPXHr,spΦ`pπq, χq “ HomPXHr,s
´
IndPXHr,sP1UXHr,spπ b ψq, χ
¯
» HomP1UXHr,spπ b ψ,χq
and the latter is contained in HomP1XH1r,spπ, χq.
Remark 6.7. — We have P1UXHr,s “ P1XH1r,s thus the last containment is actually an equa-
lity, as has been pointed out to me by N. Matringe.
Now write G2 for the copy of GLn´2pkq in the upper left block of G1 and P2 for the mirabolic
subgroup of G2, and H2r,s “ G2 XHr,s.
Lemma 6.8. — Let π1 be a representation of P2 and χ1 be a character of H1r,s. Suppose that
the space HomP1XH1r,spΦ`pπ1q, χ1q is non-zero. Then HomP2XH2r,spπ1, χ1q is non-zero.
Proof. — Same proof, replacing [34] Lemma 3.1 by [34] Lemma 3.2.
Let Γ denote the mirabolic representation of P. Recall that it is defined as the representation
of P induced from the character ψ of N.
Lemma 6.9. — Let n ě 2 and r, s ě 0 be such that r ` s “ n. Let χ be a character of Hr,s. If
HomPXHr,spΓ, χq is non-zero, then r “ s.
Proof. — If minpr, sq “ 0 then Hr,s “ G and the result follows from the fact that Γ is irreducible
of dimension greater than 1.
Suppose that r, s ě 1 and that the space HomPXHr,spΓ, χq is non-zero. The mirabolic represen-
tation Γ is isomorphic to Φ`pΓ1q, where Γ1 denotes the mirabolic representation of P1. By Lemma
6.6, the space HomP1XH1r,spΓ1, χ1q is non-zero, where χ1 is the restriction of χ to H1r,s. Now iden-
tify Γ1 with Φ`pΓ2q, where Γ2 is the mirabolic representation of P2. By Lemma 6.8, the space
HomP2XH2r,spΓ2, χ2q is non-zero, where χ2 is the restriction of χ1 to H2r,s “ Hr´1,s´1. By induction
on n, the fact that HomP2XHr´1,s´1pΓ2, χ2q is non-zero implies that r´1 “ s´1, thus r “ s.
Proposition 6.10. — Let n ě 2 and r, s ě 0 be such that r` s “ n. Let ρ be a cuspidal repre-
sentation of G, and χ be a character of M “ pGLrˆGLsqpkq. Suppose HomMpρ, χq is non-zero.
Then r “ s.
Proof. — This follows from Lemma 6.9 and the fact that the restriction of ρ to P is isomorphic
to Γ (see [46] III.1 in the modular case).
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Remark 6.11. — Suppose that r “ s ě 1. Putting Lemmas 6.6 and 6.8 together with Remark
6.7, we get
HomPXHr,rppΦ`q2pπq, 1q » HomP2XHr´1,r´1pπ, 1q
for any representation π of P2. By induction, we get an isomorphism HomPXHr,rpρ, 1q » R of vec-
tor spaces for all cuspidal representation ρ of G. Thus the dimension of HomGLrpkqˆGLrpkqpρ, 1q
is at most 1.
6.3. Existence of σ-selfdual extensions of the Heisenberg representation
We now go back to our usual notation. Let ra, βs be a maximal simple stratum in MnpFq such
that a is σ-stable and σpβq “ ´β. Write E for the extension Frβs, and suppose that it is ramified
over the field E0 of σ-fixed points in E. Let d be the degree rE : Fs and write n “ md.
Let l denote the residue field of E. Let us notice once and for all that, since p ‰ 2, any char-
acter of GLmplq is of the form α ˝ det, for some character α of lˆ.
The following lemma generalizes [11] Lemme 3.4.6 (which is concerned with complex repre-
sentations and χ trivial only).
Lemma 6.12. — Let χ be a character of pGLi ˆGLm´iqplq for some i P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tm{2uu. Sup-
pose there is a χ-distinguished cuspidal representation of GLmplq. Then either m “ 1 or m “ 2i.
Proof. — If m “ 1, then χ is a χ-distinguished and supercuspidal character of GL1plq. If m ě 2,
then the result follows from Proposition 6.10.
Let θ P Cpa, βq be a maximal simple character such that H1pa, βq is σ-stable and θ ˝ σ “ θ´1,
and let J “ Jpa, βq be its normalizer in G. Let η be the Heisenberg representation of J1 “ J1pa, βq
containing θ, and write J “ Jpa, βq.
Lemma 6.13. — There is a σ-selfdual representation κ of J extending η.
Proof. — Conjugating by a suitable element in G, we may assume that the stratum ra, βs satisfies
the conditions of Remark 4.10. Indeed, if it doesn’t, there is a g P G such that θg is σ-selfdual
and rag, βgs satisfies these conditions. This implies that γ “ σpgqg´1 normalizes θ, that is γ P J.
Now, assuming the lemma to be true for rag, βgs, there exists a σ-selfdual representation κ1 of Jg
extending ηg. Define a representation κ of J by κg “ κ1. Then κ extends η, and it is σ-selfdual
since γ P J.
From now on, we will assume that ra, βs satisfies the conditions of Remark 4.10, and will iden-
tify J{J1 with GLmplq, on which σ acts trivially. Let κ be a representation of J extending η and
µ be the character of J trivial on J1 such that κσ_ » κµ given by Lemma 4.20. We claim that
there is a character ν of J trivial on J1 such that pν ˝ σqν “ µ. Indeed, the representation κν
will then extend η and be σ-selfdual.
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Suppose first that R has characteristic 0, and let χ be the character of JXGσ associated with
κ by Lemma 5.19. We have:
HomJ1XGσpη, 1q “ HomJXGσpκ, χ´1q
» HomJXGσpκσ_, χq
“ HomJXGσpκ, χµ´1q.
where the isomorphism in the middle follows from the fact that the restriction of κ to JXGσ is
semisimple and by duality. By uniqueness of χ, the restriction of µ to JXGσ is χ2. Restricting
to JXGσ and writing µ “ ϕ˝det and χ “ α˝det as characters of GLmplq for suitable characters
ϕ, α of lˆ, we get ϕ “ α2. Let ν be the unique character of J which is trivial on J1 and equal
to α ˝ det as a character of GLmplq. Since J is generated by t and J, it remains to extend ν to
J by fixing a scalar νptq P Rˆ such that νptq2 “ νp´1qµptq.
Suppose now that R has characteristic ℓ ą 0 prime to q. Let rθ be a lift of θ to characteristic 0.
We have rθ ˝ σ “ rθ´1. There is thus a σ-selfdual representation rκ of J extending the irreducible
representation rη of J1 containing rθ. It is integral if and only if its central character on Fˆis in-
tegral, which is the case since it is σ-selfdual. By [36] Paragraph 2.11, the reduction of rκ to R,
denoted κ, is thus a σ-selfdual representation of J extending η.
6.4. Proof of Proposition 6.1
Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type, with associated simple character the character θ of 6.3.
Lemma 6.14. — If pJ,λq is distinguished, then:
(1) either m “ 1,
(2) or m “ 2r for some r ě 1, and pJ,λq has index r.
Proof. — Let κ be a σ-selfdual representation of J extending η provided by Lemma 6.13. Let ρ
be the unique irreducible representation of J trivial on J1 such that λ » κb ρ, and let i be the
index of pJ,λq. Lemma 5.19 tells us that ρ is χ-distinguished for some character χ of J X Gσ
trivial on J1 X Gσ. Let ρ be the restriction of ρ to J and identify J{J1 with GLmplq. Then we
get a cuspidal representation ρ of GLmplq and a character χ of pGLiˆGLm´iqplq such that ρ is
χ-distinguished. The result follows from Lemma 6.12.
Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G, and suppose that the quadratic extension
T{T0 associated with it by Proposition 4.13 is ramified. Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type contained
in π. By Remark 4.11, we may assume that it is defined with respect to a σ-selfdual simple stra-
tum. By Remark 4.15, E is ramified over E0. We can thus apply the results of Paragraph 6.3 and
Lemma 6.14. Proposition 6.1 now follows from Theorem 5.1 together with Lemma 6.14.
6.5. Existence of distinguished extensions of the Heisenberg representation
The second main result of this section is the following proposition.
Proposition 6.15. — Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G with ramified quadratic
extension T{T0. Assume that m “ 1 or m is even, and let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type in π of index
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tm{2u. Let J1 be the maximal normal pro-p-subgroup of J and η be an irreducible component of
the restriction of λ to J1.
(1) There is a distinguished representation of J extending η, and any such representation of
J is σ-selfdual.
(2) Let κ be a distinguished representation of J extending η, and let ρ be the unique represen-
tation of J trivial on J1 such that λ » κb ρ. Then π is distinguished if and only if ρ is distin-
guished.
We start with the following lemma, which slightly refines part (1) of the proposition.
Lemma 6.16. — Let pJ,λq be as in Proposition 6.15.
(1) There is a distinguished representation κ of J extending η.
(2) If ℓ “ 2 or if m is even, such a distinguished representation κ is unique.
(3) Any distinguished representation κ of J extending η is σ-selfdual.
Remark 6.17. — If ℓ ‰ 2 and m “ 1, there are exactly two distinguished representations of J
extending η, twisted of each other by the unique non-trivial character of J trivial on pJXGσqJ1.
(See the proof below, which shows that pJXGσqJ1 has index 2 in J.)
Proof. — Let J be the maximal compact subgroup of J, and J1 be its maximal normal pro-p-
subgroup. As usual, we fix a maximal simple stratum ra, βs defining pJ,λq such that a is σ-stable
and σpβq “ ´β, and write E “ Frβs and l for its residue field. We will identify J{J1 with GLmplq
equipped with an involution whose fixed points is pGLi ˆGLm´iqplq where i “ tm{2u.
Let κ be an irreducible representation of J extending η. By Lemma 5.19, there is a character
χ of JXGσ trivial on J1 XGσ associated to κ. We claim that χ extends to a character φ of J
trivial on J1. It will then follow that κφ is distinguished and extends η.
Suppose first that m “ 1. We then have canonical group isomorphisms:
(6.2) pJ XGσq{pJ1 XGσq » J{J1 » lˆ.
Thus there is a unique character φ of J trivial on J1 which coincides with χ on J XGσ . Since
J is generated by t and J, and since t normalizes φ, this character extends to a character of J
trivial on J1.
Lemma 6.18. — Suppose that m “ 1. Then JXGσ is generated by JXGσ and t2.
Proof. — Since we have J “ EˆJ1 whenm “ 1, we may consider the exact sequence of σ-groups:
1Ñ U1E Ñ Eˆ ˆ J1 Ñ JÑ 1.
Taking σ-invariants and since the first cohomology group H1pσ,U1Eq is trivial, JXGσ is generated
by Eˆ0 and J
1XGσ. The result follows from (6.2) and the fact that t2 is a uniformizer of E0.
It follows from Lemma 6.18 that χ can be extended to a character φ of J trivial on J1. Since we
must have φptq2 “ χpt2q in the field R of characteristic ℓ, there are at most two such characters,
with uniqueness if and only if ℓ “ 2.
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Suppose now that m “ 2r for some r ě 1, and consider the element:
w “
ˆ
idr
idr
˙
P bˆ Ď GLmpEq
where idr is the identity matrix in GLrpEq.
Lemma 6.19. — Suppose that m “ 2r. The group JXGσ is generated by JXGσ and tw.
Proof. — First, notice that t1 “ tw is σ-invariant. Any x P J can be written x “ t1ky for unique
k P Z and y P J. We thus have x P JXGσ if and only if y P JXGσ.
Since κ and JXGσ are normalized by w, we have HomJXGσpκ, χ´1q “ HomJXGσpκ, pχwq´1q,
and the uniqueness of χ implies that χw “ χ. First, consider the character of:
pJXGσq{pJ1 XGσq » pGLr ˆGLrqplq
defined by χ and write it pα1 ˝ detq b pα2 ˝ detq for some characters α1, α2 of lˆ. The identity
χw “ χ implies that α1 “ α2, thus there is a unique character φ of J trivial on J1 which coincides
with χ on JXGσ. By Lemma 6.19, there is a unique character φ of J trivial on J1 extending χ.
This proves (1) and (2).
Now let κ be a distinguished representation of J extending η. It satisfies κσ_ » κµ for some
character µ of J trivial on J1 such that µ ˝ σ “ µ (see Lemma 4.20). Since κ is distinguished, µ
is trivial on JXGσ. We will prove that κ is σ-selfdual, that is, that the character µ is trivial.
Suppose first that m “ 1. Thus pJ,κq is a distinguished type in G. Let π denote the cuspidal
irreducible representation of G compactly induced from κ. It is distinguished, thus σ-selfdual by
Theorem 3.1. It follows that κ and κσ_ » κµ are both contained in π, thus µ is trivial.
Suppose now that m “ 2r. Since µ is trivial on pGLrˆGLrqplq, it must be trivial on GLmplq.
Since tw is σ-invariant, we have µptwq “ 1. Thus µ is trivial. This proves (3).
For part (2) of Proposition 6.15, it suffices to fix a distinguished representation κ of J extend-
ing η and to consider the canonical isomorphism:
HomJXGσpκ, 1q bHomJXGσpρ, 1q Ñ HomJXGσpλ, 1q
(compare with Lemma 5.19).
Proposition 6.15 reduces the problem of the distinction of π to that of ρ. In the next section,
we investigate the distinction of ρ in the case where π is supercuspidal.
7. The supercuspidal ramified case
In this section, we investigate the distinction of σ-selfdual supercuspidal representations of G
in the case where T{T0 ramified.
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7.1. The finite field case
In this paragraph, we assume that F is ramified over F0, thus k identifies with k0. We consider
the supercuspidal irreducible representations of GLnpkq distinguished by some maximal Levi
subgroup.
Lemma 7.1. — Let n ě 1 be a positive integer. There exists a selfdual supercuspidal irreducible
representation of GLnpkq if and only if either n “ 1 or n is even.
Proof. — If n “ 1, the trivial character of kˆ is selfdual and supercuspidal. Suppose that n ě 2.
Let us fix an extension t of k of degree n, and identify tˆ with a maximal torus in GLnpkq. We
consider the Green-James parametrization (4.7) of isomorphism classes of supercuspidal irredu-
cible representations of GLnpkq by k-regular characters of tˆ.
Given a k-regular character ξ of tˆ, the representation ρξ is selfdual if and only if:
(7.1) ξ´1 “ ξqi , for some i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u.
Taking the contragredient again gives us the equality ξ “ ξq2i . The regularity assumption on ξ
implies that n divides 2i and, since 0 ď i ď n´ 1, we get n “ 2i. It follows that:
ρξ is selfdual ô ξ´1 “ ξqn{2 .(7.2)
This is also equivalent to ξ being trivial on t1ˆ, where t1 is the subfield of t with cardinality qn{2.
Conversely, suppose n is even, n “ 2r. We look for a k-regular character ξ : tˆ Ñ Rˆ such
that ξq
r`1 “ 1. In other words, we look for a character of tˆ whose order a satisfies:
(1) a divides qr ` 1,
(2) the order of q in pZ{aZqˆ is equal to n.
Pick a character of order qr ` 1, which is possible since the group tˆ has order qn´ 1 “ q2r ´ 1.
Then q has order n “ 2r mod qr ` 1.
Remark 7.2. — When R has characteristic ℓ ą 0, the group GLnpkqmay have selfdual cuspidal
(non supercuspidal) representations even if n is odd and ą 1. Indeed, let e be the order of q mod
ℓ, and suppose that n “ eℓu for some u ě 0. Then the unique generic irreducible subquotient
of the representation induced from the trivial character of a Borel subgroup of GLnpkq is both
cuspidal and selfdual ([38] Théorème 2.4). One then can choose q, ℓ and u such that the integer
n is odd and ą 1. (For instance, ℓ divides q ´ 1 and n “ ℓ with ℓ ‰ 2.q
Lemma 7.3. — Suppose that n “ 2r with r ě 1, and let ρ be a supercuspidal representation of
GLnpkq. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) The representation ρ is selfdual.
(2) The representation ρ is pGLr ˆGLrqpkq-distinguished.
(3) The R-vector space HompGLrˆGLrqpkqpρ, 1q has dimension 1.
Proof. — When R has characteristic 0, this is [24] Proposition 6.1 (see also [11] Lemme 3.4.10).
Suppose now R has prime characteristic ℓ not dividing q. Let us prove first that (1) implies (2).
Let ξ be a k-regular character of tˆ parametrizing some selfdual supercuspidal representation
ρ of GLnpkq. It follows from (7.2) that ξ´1 “ ξqr . Let Qℓ denote an algebraic closure of the field
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of ℓ-adic numbers, Zℓ be the ring of ℓ-adic integers in Qℓ and Fℓ be the residue field of Zℓ. Since
the image of ξ is contained in Fℓ, it can be lifted to a k-regular character rξ of tˆ with values
in Zℓ, which satisfies the relation rξ´1 “ rξqr . This lift corresponds to a selfdual supercuspidal
representation rρ of GLnpkq on a vector space V over Qℓ. It follows from the characteristic 0
case that there is a non-zero pGLr ˆGLrqpkq-invariant linear form:
ϕ : VÑ Qℓ.
Fix a GLnpkq-stable Zℓ-lattice L Ď V, which we can choose such that ϕpLq is equal to Zℓ. Then
the reduction of ϕ mod the maximal ideal of Zℓ gives a non-zero pGLr ˆGLrqpkq-invariant Fℓ-
linear form on LbFℓ. By [14, 29], the representation of GLnpkq on pLbFℓqbFℓR is isomorphic
to ρ. This implies that ρ is distinguished, thus (1) implies (2).
We now prove that (2) implies (1). Let us write G “ GLnpkq and H “ pGLr ˆGLrqpkq. Let
ρ be an H-distinguished supercuspidal representation of G.
First, since H is stable by the involution x ÞÑ transpose of x´1 of G, we see, as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, that an irreducible representation of G has a non-zero H-invariant linear form if and
only if it has a non-zero H-invariant vector. More precisely, the R-vector spaces HomHpρ, 1q and
HomHp1, ρq have the same dimension.
Since G is finite, there exists a supercuspidal irreducible Fℓ-representation ρ0 of G, unique up
to isomorphism, such that ρ is isomorphic to ρ0 bR. This representation ρ0 is H-distinguished.
Let f : P0 Ñ ρ0 be a projective envelope of ρ0 in the category of all ZℓrGs-modules. Since ρ0 is
supercuspidal, it has the following properties (see for instance [46] III.2.9):
– the representation P0 bQℓ is isomorphic to the direct sum of all the Qℓ-lifts of ρ0;
– there are ℓa such lifts, where a is the ℓ-valuation of qn ´ 1;
– the representation P0 bFℓ is indecomposable of length ℓa, it has a unique irreducible quo-
tient, and all its irreducible components are isomorphic to ρ0.
By projectivity of P0, any non-zero homomorphism i : ZℓrHzGs Ñ ρ0 defines a non-zero homo-
morphism:
(7.3) j : P0 Ñ ZℓrHzGs
such that i ˝ j “ f . Inverting ℓ, we get a non-zero homomorphism from P0 bQℓ to QℓrHzGs. It
follows that ρ0 has at least one H-distinguished lift rρ0. Thanks to the characteristic 0 case, this
lift is selfdual. Reducing to Fℓ, it follows that ρ0 is selfdual, thus so is ρ.
We finally prove that (2) implies (3). Let V denote the maximal direct summand of RrHzGs in
the block of ρ. This means that RrHzGs decomposes as a direct sum V‘V1 where all irreducible
subquotients of V are isomorphic to ρ, and no irreducible subquotient of V1 is isomorphic to ρ.
Besides, we have:
dimHomHpρ, 1q “ dimHomHp1, ρq “ dimHomGpRrHzGs, ρq “ dimHomGpV, ρq.
We thus have to prove that the cosocle of V is isomorphic to ρ.
Lemma 7.4. — The R-algebra A “ EndGpVq is commutative.
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Proof. — First, A is isomorphic to the convolution algebra RrHzG{Hs. For x P G, let fx be the
characteristic function in RrHzG{Hs of the double coset HxH. For x, y P G, one has:
fx ˚ fy “
ÿ
zPHzG{H
apx, y, zqfz
where apx, y, zq P R is the image of the cardinality of pHxH X zHy´1Hq{H in R. When R has
characteristic 0, the algebra RrHzG{Hs is known to be commutative since RrHzGs is multiplicity
free as an RrGs-module, thus:
(7.4) card pHxHX zHy´1Hq{H “ card pHyHX zHx´1Hq{H
for all x, y, z P G. Now if R has characteristic ℓ ą 0, reducing (7.4) mod ℓ gives us a congruence
relation which tells us that the algebra RrHzG{Hs is commutative.
It remains to prove that the cosocle of V is multiplicity free. Let m ě 1 be the multiplicity of
ρ in the cosocle of V and P be the projective indecomposable RrGs-module associated with ρ. It
has length ℓa, has a unique irreducible quotient, and all its irreducible components are isomorphic
to ρ. Write V “ V1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘Vm where V1, . . . ,Vm are indecomposable RrGs-modules with cosocle
isomorphic to ρ. There is a nilpotent endomorphism N P EndGpPq such that:
EndGpPq “ RrNs
with Nℓ
a “ 0 and Nℓa´1 ‰ 0. Therefore each Vi is isomorphic to the quotient of P by the image
of Nki for some ki ě 0. Reordering if necessary, we may assume that HompV1,Viq is non-zero
for all i ě 1. Suppose that m ě 2, and define two endomorphisms u, u1 P A by:
(1) the endomorphisms u, u1 are trivial on Vi for all i ě 2,
(2) the restriction of u to V1 is the identity on V1,
(3) the restriction of u1 to V1 coincides with some non-zero homomorphism in HompV1,V2q.
Then uu1 “ 0 and u1u ‰ 0, thus A is not commutative. Thus m “ 1.
Remark 7.5. — Throughout the proof of Lemma 7.3, we proved that, if R is Fℓ, the represen-
tation ρ is distinguished if and only if it has a distinguished lift to Qℓ.
Remark 7.6. — If we only assume ρ to be cuspidal in Lemmas 7.1 and 7.3, then the lifting ar-
gument may not work, that is, ξ may not have a σ-selfdual k-regular lift rξ. Besides, the structure
of the projective envelope of ρ is more complicated when ρ is cuspidal non-supercuspidal.
Remark 7.7. — For another proof of the fact that (2) implies (3), which works for all cuspidal
representations ρ of GLnpkq and not only for supercuspidal ones, see Remark 6.11.
7.2. The relative degree
Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G such that T{T0 is ramified. Let pJ,λq be a
σ-selfdual type contained in π and let κ be a σ-selfdual representation of J extending η given by
Lemma 6.13. This defines a σ-selfdual irreducible representation ρ of J trivial on J1. Let J denote
the maximal compact subgroup of J and ρ denote the cuspidal representation of J{J1 » GLmplq
induced by ρ.
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Since ρ is σ-selfdual, the representation ρ is selfdual. Applying Fact 4.5 together with Lemma
7.1, we get the following lemma mentionned in Remark 6.3.
Proposition 7.8. — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G such that T{T0 is
ramified. Then its relative degree m is either even or equal to 1.
7.3. Distinction criterion in the ramified case
Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type of index tm{2u contained in π. We fix a distinguished represen-
tation κ of J extending η given by Proposition 6.15. It is σ-selfdual, thus the representation ρ
of J trivial on J1 which correspond to this choice is σ-selfdual. By Proposition 6.15 again, π is
distinguished if and only if ρ is distinguished. We now investigate the distinction of ρ. For this,
we will use the admissible pairs of level 0 introduced in Paragraphs 4.3 and 4.5.
Let us fix a σ-selfdual maximal simple stratum ra, βs such that J “ Jpa, βq. Write E “ Frβs.
Let pK{E, ξq be an admissible pair of level 0 attached to ρ in the sense of Definition 4.7. Since ρ
is σ-selfdual, Proposition 4.18 tells us that there is a unique involutive E0-automorphism of K,
denoted by σ, which is non-trivial on E and satisfies ξ ˝σ “ ξ´1. Let K0 be the σ-fixed points of
K and E0 “ K0 X E.
Lemma 7.9. — The representation ρ is distinguished if and only if at least one of the following
conditions is fulfilled:
(1) ℓ “ 2,
(2) m “ 1 and ρ is trivial on Eˆ0 ,
(3) m is even and ξ is non-trivial on Kˆ0 .
Remark 7.10. — Note that Case (3) cannot happen when ℓ “ 2.
Proof. — The case m “ 1 is clear. Let us suppose that m “ 2r for some r ě 1. The case where
the characteristic of R is 0 is given by [24] Proposition 6.3. Suppose R has characteristic ℓ ą 0.
Since ξ ˝ σ “ ξ´1, the image of ξ is contained in Fℓ Ď R. It thus defines a σ-selfdual Fℓ-repre-
sentation ρ0 such that ρ is isomorphic to ρ0 bR and ρ is distinguished if and only if ρ0 is. We
thus may assume that R is equal to Fℓ.
We consider the canonical Qℓ-lift rξ of ξ, obtained via the canonical embedding of Fˆℓ in Zˆℓ .
The pair pK{E, rξq is admissible of level 0. Associated with it, there is thus a Qℓ-representation rρ
of J trivial on J1. One checks easily that its reduction mod ℓ is ρ, which comes from the congru-
ence properties of the map (4.7) itself (see [29]). Note that the restriction of ξ to Kˆ0 is either
trivial or (if ℓ ‰ 2) equal to ωK{K0.
Suppose ξ is non-trivial on Kˆ0 . Then the same holds for rξ, and the characteristic 0 case tells
us that rρ is distinguished. As in the proof of Lemma 7.3, reducing mod ℓ a non-zero invariant
form on rρ gives us a non-zero invariant form on ρ, which is thus distinguished.
Suppose now that ξ is trivial on Kˆ0 . Then the same holds for rξ. Let rα be the unramified ℓ-
adic character of Kˆ of order 2. Then pK{E, rξrαq is an admissible pair of level 0 and it is attached
to rρrϕ where rϕ is the unramified ℓ-adic character of J of order 2. Since rξrα is non-trivial on Kˆ0 ,
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the representation rρrϕ is distinguished. Thus ρ is ϕ-distinguished, where ϕ is the reduction mod
ℓ of rϕ.
If ℓ “ 2, then ρ is distinguished. Suppose now that ℓ ‰ 2. If ρ were both ϕ-distinguished and
distinguished, one would have two linearly independent linear forms in HomJXGσpρ, 1q, and this
would contradict Lemma 7.3(3). The result follows.
The field extension E of F is not uniquely determined by π, unlike its maximal tamely ramified
extension T. To remedy this, let D be the maximal tamely ramified sub-extension of K{F. Write
D0 “ DXK0, and let δ0 be the restriction of ξ to Dˆ0 .
Since ξ ˝ σ “ ξ´1 the character δ0 is quadratic, either trivial or (if ℓ ‰ 2q equal to ωD{D0. We
will see in Proposition 9.5 that, up to F0-equivalence, D{D0 and δ0 are determined by π.
Theorem 7.11. — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G. Suppose that T{T0
is ramified. Let m be its relative degree and δ0 be the quadratic character of Dˆ0 associated to it.
(1) The representation π is distinguished if and only if at least one of the following conditions
is fulfilled:
(a) ℓ “ 2,
(b) m “ 1 and δ0 is trivial,
(c) m is even and δ0 is non-trivial.
(2) Suppose that ℓ ‰ 2. Then π is ω-distinguished if and only if:
(a) either m “ 1 and δ0 is non-trivial,
(b) or m is even and δ0 is trivial.
Remark 7.12. — If R has characteristic 2, then π is always distinguished. If R has character-
istic not 2, then π is either distinguished or ω-distinguished, but not both.
Proof. — By Proposition 6.15 and Lemma 7.9, it suffices to compare the restriction of ξ to Kˆ0
with δ0 when ℓ ‰ 2.
Suppose first that m “ 1 and δ0 is trivial. Since the restriction of ρ to Eˆ0 is equal to either
1 or ωE{E0, its restriction to T
ˆ
0 is either 1 or ωT{T0, respectively. Since δ0 is trivial, we are in
the first case, that is, the restriction of ρ to Eˆ0 is trivial.
Suppose now that m ‰ 1 and ξ is non-trivial on Kˆ0 . We want to prove that δ0 is non-trivial.
The restriction of ξ to Kˆ0 is equal to ωK{K0. Thus δ0 is equal to ωD{D0.
Now suppose that R has characteristic different from 2, and let χ be an unramified character
of Fˆ extending ω. Note that the twisted representation π1 “ πpχ´1 ˝ detq is supercuspidal and
σ-selfdual, and that the character associated with π1 is δ10 “ δ0pχ´1 ˝ NK{Fq|Dˆ
0
, where NK{F is
the norm map from K to F. Suppose first that m “ 1. Then:
π is ω-distinguished ô π1 is distinguished
ô the character δ10 is trivial
ô the character δ0 coincides with χ ˝NE{F on Tˆ0 .
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Suppose now that m ‰ 1. Then:
π is ω-distinguished ô π1 is distinguished
ô the character δ10 is non-trivial
ô the character δ0 coincides with pχ ˝NK{FqωD{D0 on Dˆ0 .
The restriction of χ ˝ NK{F to Dˆ0 is ω ˝ ND0{F0 “ ωD{D0 to the power of rK0 : D0s, which is a
p-power with p odd. This gives us the expected result.
Remark 7.13. — If m ą 1, the central character ωπ of π is always trivial on Fˆ0 . Indeed, since
π and λ have the same central character, we can express ωπ as the product ωκωρ, where ωκ and
ωρ are the central characters of κ and ρ on Fˆ, respectively. Since κ is distinguished its central
character is trivial on Fˆ0 , thus ωπ and δ0 coincide on F
ˆ
0 . If δ0 is trivial then ωπ is trivial on F
ˆ
0 .
Now assume that δ0 is equal to ωD{D0. Since D{D0 is unramified by Lemma 4.19, its restriction
to Fˆ0 is trivial if and only if epD0{F0q is even, which is the case since epD0{T0q “ 2 when m is
even.
Remark 7.14. — On the other hand, since T{T0 is ramified, the restriction of ωT{T0 to Fˆ0 is
trivial if and only if kˆ0 is contained in the subgroup l
ˆ2 of squares in lˆ, that is, if and only if
fpT0{F0q is even. It follows that, if m “ 1 and fpT0{F0q is odd (which is equivalent to n being
odd by Lemma 4.14 and since m is either 1 or even) then π is distinguished if and only if ωπ is
trivial on Fˆ0 .
8. The supercuspidal unramified case
Let π be a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G “ GLnpFq for n ě 1. In this section, we
investigate the case where the quadratic extension T{T0 is unramified. By Corollary 5.23, the re-
presentation π is distinguished if and only if any of the σ-selfdual types it contains is distin-
guished.
Unlike the ramified case, in order to investigate the distinction of the σ-selfdual types in π,
we will have to do the level 0 case first, and assume that π is supercuspidal from the beginning.
8.1. The finite field case
In this paragraph and the next one, we assume that F is unramified over F0. Thus k is qua-
dratic over k0 and σ induces the non-trivial k0-automorphism of k.
Lemma 8.1. — Let n ě 1 be a positive integer. There exists a σ-selfdual supercuspidal irredu-
cible representation of GLnpkq if and only if n is odd.
Proof. — We follow the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 7.1, replacing (7.1) by:
(8.1) ξ´q0 “ ξq2i0 , for some i P t0, . . . , n ´ 1u,
where q0 is the cardinality of k0. (We thus have q20 “ q.) Exponentiating to ´q0 again gives us
the equality ξq “ ξq2i . The regularity assumption on ξ implies that n divides 2i ´ 1, thus n is
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odd. More precisely, since 0 ď i ď n´ 1, we have n “ 2i´ 1. It follows that:
(8.2) ρξ is σ-selfdual ô ξ´1 “ ξqn0 .
(This is also equivalent to ξ being trivial on tˆ0 , where t0 is the subfield of t with q
n
0 elements.)
Conversely, suppose that n is odd. We look for a k-regular character ξ : tˆ Ñ Rˆ such that
ξ´1 “ ξqn0 . In other words, we look for a character of tˆ whose order a satisfies:
(1) a divides qn0 ` 1,
(2) the order of q in pZ{aZqˆ is equal to n.
Pick a character of order qn0 ` 1, which is possible since the group tˆ has order qn´ 1 “ q2n0 ´ 1.
Then q0 has order 2n mod qn0 ` 1, thus q “ q20 has order n mod qn0 ` 1.
Remark 8.2. — When R has characteristic ℓ ą 0, the group GLnpkq may have σ-selfdual cus-
pidal (non supercuspidal) representations for n even. Indeed, let e be the order of q mod ℓ, and
suppose that n “ eℓu for some u ě 0. Then the unique generic subquotient π of the representa-
tion induced from the trivial character of a Borel subgroup of GLnpkq is cuspidal and σ-selfdual.
(Note that, by Remark 7.2, it is also selfdual.) One may choose q, ℓ and u such that n is even.
Lemma 8.3. — Let ρ be a supercuspidal representation of GLnpkq for some n ě 1. The fol-
lowing assertions are equivalent:
(1) The representation ρ is σ-selfdual.
(2) The representation ρ is distinguished.
(3) The space HomGLnpk0qpρ, 1q has dimension 1.
Proof. — When R has characteristic 0, this is due to Gow [18]. Suppose that R has characteris-
tic ℓ ą 0 prime to q. By Remark 3.2, any distinguished irreducible representation of GLnpkq is
σ-selfdual and (2) is equivalent to (3). To prove that (1) implies (2), we follow the same lifting
argument as in the proof of Lemma 7.3, replacing (7.2) by (8.2).
Remark 8.4. — As in Remark 7.5, we proved that, if R is the field Fℓ, the representation ρ is
distinguished if and only if it has a distinguished lift to Qℓ.
Remark 8.5. — We give an example of a σ-selfdual cuspidal non supercuspidal representation
of GLnpkq which is not distinguished. With the notation of Remark 8.2, assume that n “ e “ 2.
Thus π is a σ-selfdual cuspidal (non supercuspidal) representation of GL2pkq. Let rπ be an ℓ-adic
lift of π (which exists by [14, 15]), and decompose its restriction to GL2pk0q as a direct sum:
V1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Vr
of irreducible components. Since the order of GL2pk0q is prime to ℓ, reduction mod ℓ preserves
irreducibility, and the restriction of π to GL2pk0q is semisimple. It follows that π decomposes
as W1 ‘¨ ¨ ¨‘Wr, where Wi is irreducible and is the reduction mod ℓ of Vi for each i “ 1, . . . , r.
Suppose that π is distinguished. Then Wi “ 1 for some i. Thus Vi is a character, and it must
be trivial since GL2pk0q has no non-trivial character of order a power of ℓ, which implies that rπ
is distinguished. This is impossible, since n “ 2 is even.
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Remark 8.6. — More generally, the argument of Remark 8.5 shows that, if H is a subgroup of
GLnpkq whose order is prime to ℓ, then a cuspidal representation π of GLnpkq is H-distinguished
if and only if any ℓ-adic lift of π is H-distinguished.
8.2. Existence of σ-selfdual extensions of the Heisenberg representation
Let ra, βs be a maximal simple stratum as in Remark 4.10. Write E “ Frβs and suppose that
it is unramified over E0 “ Eσ. Let us write J “ Jpa, βq, J “ Jpa, βq and J1 “ J1pa, βq.
We may and will identify J{J1 with the group GLmplq, denoted G, equipped with the residual
involution σ P Galpl{l0q, where l and l0 are the residue fields of E and E0, respectively.
Lemma 8.7. — The group JXGσ is generated by t and JXGσ.
Proof. — Any x P J can be written x “ tmy for unique m P Z and y P J. Since t is σ-invariant,
we have x P JXGσ if and only if y P JXGσ.
Lemma 8.8. — Any character of JXGσ trivial on J1 XGσ extends to a character of J trivial
on J1.
Proof. — Let χ be a character of JXGσ trivial on J1 XGσ. Since J1 is a pro-p-group, the first
cohomology group of σ in J1 is trivial. The subgroup Gσ thus identifies with pJXGσq{pJ1XGσq.
The restriction of χ to JXGσ thus induces a character of Gσ, which can be written α0 ˝ det for
some character α0 of lˆ0 . Let α be a character of l
ˆ extending α0, and let φ be the character of
J trivial on J1 inducing the character α ˝ det of G. Since J “ bˆJ1, the element t acts trivially
on J{J1 by conjugacy, thus normalizes φ. We thus may extend φ to J by setting φptq “ χptq.
Lemma 8.7 implies that φ extends χ and it is trivial on J1.
Let θ P Cpa, βq be a maximal simple character such that H1pa, βq is σ-stable and θ ˝ σ “ θ´1.
Let η denote the Heisenberg representation of θ on the group J1.
Lemma 8.9. — There is a σ-selfdual representation κ of J extending η.
Proof. — Let κ be an irreducible representation of J extending η. By Lemma 4.20, there is a
character µ of J trivial on J1 such that κσ_ » κµ and µ ˝ σ “ µ. We claim that there is a
character ν of J trivial on J1 such that pν ˝σqν “ µ. Indeed, if this is the case, the representation
κν extends η and is σ-selfdual.
Consider first µ as a character of G and write µ “ ϕ ˝ det for some character ϕ of lˆ. Then
we have ϕ ˝ σ “ ϕ, thus there is a character α of lˆ such that pα ˝ σqα “ ϕ. Choosing such a
α, there exists a unique character ν of J inducing α ˝ det on G. Since J is generated by t and J,
it remains to extend ν to J by choosing a scalar νptq P Rˆ such that νptq2 “ µptq.
8.3. Existence of distinguished extensions of the Heisenberg representation
Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type, with associated simple character the character θ of 8.2.
In this paragraph, we suppose that m is odd.
Proposition 8.10. — Suppose that m is odd. There is a σ-selfdual distinguished representation
κ of J extending η.
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Proof. — By Lemma 8.9, there is a σ-selfdual representation κ of J extending η. Let χ denote
the character of J X Gσ trivial on J1 X Gσ associated to κ by Lemma 5.19. Since m is odd,
Lemma 8.1 implies that G possesses a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation ρ. We will denote
by ρ the unique representation of J trivial on J1 such that t P Kerpρq and whose restriction to J
is the inflation of ρ. This representation ρ is σ-selfdual. By Lemma 8.3, it is also distinguished.
Now let λ denote the σ-selfdual type κb ρ on J. The natural isomorphism:
HomJXGσpκ, χq bHomJXGσpρ, 1q Ñ HomJXGσpλ, χq
thus shows that λ is χ-distinguished.
By Lemma 8.8, there exists a character φ of J trivial on J1 extending χ. The representation
λ1 “ λφ´1 is thus a distinguished type. Let π1 be the cuspidal representation of G compactly
induced from pJ,λ1q. It is distinguished, thus σ-selfdual by Theorem 3.1. Since λ1 and λ1σ_ »
λ1φpφ˝σq are both contained in π1, it follows that φpφ˝σq is trivial. This implies that κ1 “ κφ´1
is both σ-selfdual and distinguished.
Remark 8.11. — I don’t know whether Proposition 8.10 holds if m is even, because in that
case I don’t know whether G possesses a distinguished cuspidal representation. When m is even
and ℓ ą 2, one can prove that G has a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation if and only if the order e
of the cardinality of l mod ℓ divides m and m{e is odd. Besides, when this is the case, Remarks
8.5 and 8.6 show that a σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G cannot be distinguished when
m{e “ 1.
Corollary 8.12. — (1) Any distinguished representation of J extending η is σ-selfdual.
(2) If ℓ “ 2, any σ-selfdual representation of J extending η is distinguished.
Proof. — Let us fix a distinguished σ-selfdual representation κ of J extending η given by Propo-
sition 8.10. Let κ1 be a distinguished representation of J extending η. Then κ1 “ κφ for some
character φ of J trivial on pJXGσqJ1. Thus φptq “ 1 and φ induces the character α ˝ det on G,
where α is a character of lˆ trivial on lˆ0 , or equivalently α
q0`1 “ 1. Thus we have φpφ ˝σq “ 1.
This implies that κ1 is σ-selfdual, which proves the first assertion.
Now suppose that κ1 is a σ-selfdual representation of J extending η. Then κ1 “ κξ for some
character ξ of J such that ξpξ ˝σq is trivial. Thus ξptq P t´1, 1u and there is a character ν of lˆ
such that ξ induces ν ˝ det on G and νq0`1 “ 1. It follows that ξ is trivial on pJXGσqJ1. Thus,
if ℓ “ 2, the representation κ1 is distinguished.
Remark 8.13. — Let κ be a σ-selfdual representation of J extending η. Then the character χ
of JXGσ associated to κ by Lemma 5.19 is quadratic and unramified.
8.4. Distinction criterion in the unramified case
Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G. Associated to it by Proposition 4.13,
there is a quadratic extension T{T0. We assume that T is unramified over T0.
Recall that, by Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 4.16, the representation π is distinguished if and
only any of its σ-selfdual types is distinguished. The following result is the analogue of Propo-
sition 6.15.
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Proposition 8.14. — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G, with unramified
quadratic extension T{T0 and relative degree m. Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type in π. Let J1 be
the maximal normal pro-p-subgroup of J and η be an irreducible component of the restriction of
λ to J1.
(1) The integer m is odd.
(2) There is a distinguished representation of J extending η, and any such extension of η is
σ-selfdual.
(3) Let κ be a distinguished representation of J extending η, and let ρ be the unique represen-
tation of J trivial on J1 such that λ » κb ρ. Then π is distinguished if and only if ρ is distin-
guished.
Proof. — We may and will assume that J “ Jpa, βq for some maximal simple stratum ra, βs as
in Remark 4.10. Following Remark 4.15, the extension E is unramified over E0. We thus may
apply the results of Paragraph 8.2.
Let κ be a σ-selfdual representation of J extending η, the existence of which is given by Lem-
ma 8.9, and let ρ be the irreducible representation of J trivial on J1 such that λ is isomorphic
to κ b ρ. Since λ and κ are σ-selfdual, ρ is σ-selfdual. Its restriction to J induces a cuspidal
irreducible representation of GLmplq, denoted ρ. Since π is supercuspidal, ρ is also supercuspidal
by Fact 4.5. Lemma 8.1 implies that m is odd. We thus apply Proposition 8.10, which gives us
a σ-selfdual distinguished representation extending η.
Part (2) of the proposition is given by Corollary 8.12. For (3), it suffices to fix a distinguished
representation κ of J extending η and to consider the canonical isomorphism:
HomJXGσpκ, 1q bHomJXGσpρ, 1q Ñ HomJXGσpλ, 1q
as in the ramified case.
Remark 8.15. — If one relaxes the supercuspidality assumption on π (that is, we only assume
π to be σ-selfdual cuspidal with T{T0 unramified), then its relative degree m need not be odd,
in which case our proof of Proposition 8.14(2) doesn’t apply (see Remarks 8.2 and 8.11).
Remark 8.16. — In both ramified and unramified cases, the distinguished representation κ of
J extending η is not unique in general, so neither is ρ. If κ is a distinguished representation of
J extending η, the other ones are exactly the κφ where φ ranges over the set of characters of J
trivial on pJXGσqJ1.
From now, we will thus assume that κ is a distinguished σ-selfdual representation of J exten-
ding η. Proposition 8.14 reduces the problem of the distinction of π to that of ρ. We now inves-
tigate the distinction of ρ.
Let ρ be the representation of GLmplq defined by restricting ρ to J. It is σ-selfdual. By Fact
4.5, it is also supercuspidal.
Lemma 8.17. — The representation ρ is distinguished if and only if its central character ωρ
is trivial on Eˆ0 .
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Proof. — The representation ρ is σ-selfdual, thus distinguished by Lemma 8.3. We thus have:
HomJXGσpρ, 1q Ď HomJXGσpρ, 1q » HomGLnpk0qpρ, 1q
where the right hand side is non-zero. Since J X Gσ is generated by J X Gσ and t, we deduce
that ρ is distinguished if and only if t acts trivially on HomJXGσpρ, 1q. The result follows from
the fact that t acts by ωρptq.
Let ε0 denote the restriction of the central character of ρ to Tˆ0 .
Lemma 8.18. — The character ε0 is quadratic and unramified.
Proof. — Since ρ is σ-selfdual, its central character is trivial on E{E0-norms. Thus its restriction
to Eˆ0 is either trivial or (if ℓ ‰ 2) equal to ωE{E0 . We get the expected result by restricting to
Tˆ0 , since E is unramified over E0 and epE0{T0q is a p-power with p odd.
We will see below (Remark 9.7) that the character ε0 is uniquely determined by π.
Theorem 8.19. — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G. Suppose that T is
unramified over T0.
(1) The representation π is distinguished if and only if ε0 is trivial.
(2) Suppose that the characteristic of R is not 2. Then π is ω-distinguished if and only if ε0
is non-trivial.
Remark 8.20. — If R has characteristic 2, then π is always distinguished. If R has character-
istic not 2, then π is either distinguished or ω-distinguished, but not both.
Proof. — By Proposition 8.14, the representation π is distinguished if and only if ρ is distin-
guished. Lemma 8.17 tells us that it is distinguished if and only if ωρptq “ 1. The restriction of
ωρ to Eˆ0 is a quadratic unramified character. Since the ramification index of E0 over T0 is odd
(for it is a p-power), ωρ is trivial on Eˆ0 if and only if it is trivial on T
ˆ
0 . The first assertion is
proven.
Now suppose that R has characteristic different from 2, and let χ be an unramified character
of Fˆ extending ω. Note that the twisted representation π1 “ πpχ´1 ˝ detq is supercuspidal and
σ-selfdual, and that the character associated with π1 is ε10 “ ε0pχ´m ˝ NE{Fq|Tˆ
0
where NE{F is
the norm map from E to F. Thus:
π is ω-distinguished ô π1 is distinguished
ô the character ε10 is trivial on Tˆ0
ô the character ε0 coincides with χm ˝ NE{F on Tˆ0 .
The restriction of χ˝NE{F to Tˆ0 is equal to ω ˝NT0{F0 “ ωT{T0 to the power of rE0 : T0s, which
is a p-power. The second assertion then follows from the fact that p and m are odd.
Corollary 8.21. — Let π be a supercuspidal representation of G. Suppose that T{T0 is unra-
mified, and that the ramification index of T{F is odd. Then π is distinguished if and only if it
is σ-selfdual and its central character is trivial on Fˆ0 .
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Proof. — Suppose that π is σ-selfdual and that its central character ωπ is trivial on Fˆ0 . By using
a σ-selfdual type pJ,λq contained in π as above, we can express ωπ as the product ωκωρ, where
ωκ and ωρ are the central characters of κ and ρ on Fˆ, respectively. Since κ is distinguished,
its central character is trivial on Fˆ0 , thus ωπ and ε0 coincide on F
ˆ
0 . It remains to prove that
ε0 is trivial if and only if it is trivial on Fˆ0 .
Suppose ε0 is trivial on Fˆ0 . By Lemma 8.18, it is unramified, thus ε
epT0{F0q
0 is trivial on T
ˆ
0 .
Since epT{Fq is odd, epT0{F0q is odd too, and the expected result follows from the fact that ε0
is quadratic.
Remark 8.22. — In particular, when n is odd and F is unramified over F0, a supercuspidal
representation of G is distinguished if and only if it is σ-selfdual and its central character is
trivial on Fˆ0 . This has been proved by Prasad [42] when R has characteristic 0. Note that,
since m and p are odd here, n is odd if and only if rT : Fs is odd.
Remark 8.23. — Note that, in the proof of Prasad [42] Theorem 4, the isomorphism of π with
πσ_ gives an element g P G which has the property that gσpgq P J “ Jpa, βq, but g has a priori
no reason to normalize J. Anyway, g can be chosen in the maximal compact open subgroup aˆ
which contains J, thus the group generated by g and J will indeed be compact mod centre.
9. Statement of the final results
In this section we put together the main results of Sections 6 to 8. Let π be a σ-selfdual super-
cuspidal representation of G. Associated to it, there are its relative degree m and the quadratic
extension T{T0. It is convenient to introduce the following definition, whic comes from [3].
Definition 9.1. — A σ-selfdual type in π is said to be generic if either T{T0 is unramified, or
T{T0 is ramified and this type has index tm{2u.
Remark 9.2. — It is proved in [3] Proposition 5.5 that a σ-selfdual type is generic in the sense
of Definition 9.1 if and only if there are a σ-stable maximal unipotent subgroup N of G and a
σ-selfdual non-degenerate character ψN of N such that HomJXNpλ, ψNq is non-zero.
Definition 9.1 is convenient to us because of the following result, which subsumes Propositions
6.1 and 7.8 (compare with Theorem 5.1).
Theorem 9.3. — A σ-selfdual cuspidal representation of G is distinguished if and only if any of
its generic σ-selfdual types is distinguished.
Let pJ,λq be a generic σ-selfdual type contained in π. Let ra, βs be a σ-selfdual simple stratum
such that J “ Jpa, βq. The restriction of λ to the maximal normal pro-p-subgroup J1 is made of
copies of a single irreducible representation η. We fix a distinguished σ-selfdual representation κ
of J extending η, the existence of which is given by Propositions 6.15 and 8.14. Let ρ be the
representation of J trivial on J1 such that λ is isomorphic to κbρ. Let pK{E, ξq be a admissible
pair of level 0 attached to ρ and σ be the involution of K given by Proposition 4.18. Let K0 be
the field of σ-fixed points of K. We thus have K » K0 bF0 F.
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Definition 9.4. — Let D be the maximal tamely ramified sub-extension of K{F. Write D0 “
DXK0, and let δ0 be the restriction of ξ to Dˆ0 .
It follows immediately from the definition that D0{F0 is tamely ramified and the character δ0
is quadratic, either trivial or (if ℓ ‰ 2) equal to ωD{D0.
Proposition 9.5. — The F0-equivalence class of the quadratic extension D{D0 is uniquely de-
termined by π, as well as δ0.
Proof. — Start with a generic σ-selfdual type contained in π. Since it is unique up to Gσ-conju-
gacy, we may assume this is pJ,λq. Fix a σ-selfdual stratum ra1, β1s such that J “ Jpa1, β1q. By [3]
Lemma 4.29, we may assume that the maximal tamely ramified sub-extension of E1 “ Frβ1s over
F is equal to T. Fix a distinguished σ-selfdual representation κ1 of J extending η, let ρ1 be the
representation of J trivial on J1 corresponding to this choice and pK1{E1, ξ1q be an admissible pair
of level 0 attached to ρ1. This gives us a quadratic extension D1{D10 and a character δ10 of D1ˆ0 .
First, suppose that ra1, β1s “ ra, βs and K1 “ K. We have κ1 “ κφ for some character φ of J
trivial on pJXGσqJ1, thus ρ1 is isomorphic to ρφ´1. Thus ξ1 is E-isomorphic to ξα´1 for some
tamely ramified character α of Kˆ trivial on Kˆ0 . Restricting to D0, we get δ
1
0 “ δ0.
We now go back to the general case. By the previous argument, we may assume that κ1 “ κ,
thus ρ1 “ ρ. Since D and D1 are both unramified of same degreem over T, they are T-isomorphic.
Let us fix a T-isomorphism f : D Ñ D1. Write σ1 for the involutive automorphism of K1 given
by Proposition 4.18.
Lemma 9.6. — We have σ1 ˝ f “ f ˝ σ.
Proof. — Let us identify the residual fields of K and D, denoted t, and those of E and T, denoted
l. Note that, if ϕ is any T-automorphism of D, then it commutes with σ since ϕ and σ ˝ϕ ˝σ´1
are both in GalpD{Tq and have the same image in Galpt{lq.
We now consider the pair pD{T, ξ|Dˆq. Since D{T is unramified of degree m, it is admissible of
level 0. Moreover, the l-regular character of tˆ it induces is Galpt{lq-conjugate to the one indu-
ced by pK{E, ξq, which doesn’t depend on the identifications of residual fields we have made. We
have a similar result for pD{T, ξ1 ˝ fq and pK1{E1, ξ1q. Since ρ1 “ ρ we deduce that ξ1 ˝ f “ ξ ˝ϕ
for some ϕ P GalpD{Tq. Let α be the T-automorphism σ1 ˝ f ˝ σ´1 ˝ f´1 of D1. We have:
ξ1 ˝ α “ ξ1´1 ˝ f ˝ σ´1 ˝ f´1 “ ξ´1 ˝ ϕ ˝ σ´1 ˝ f´1 “ ξ ˝ ϕ ˝ f´1 “ ξ1.
It follows from admissibility of ξ1 that α is trivial, as expected.
Lemma 9.6 implies that D0 and D
1
0 are T0-isomorphic. We thus now may assume that D “ D1
and D0 “ D10, thus K, K1 have the same maximal unramified sub-extension D over T and there
is an automorphism ϕ P GalpD{Tq such that ξ1pxq “ ξ ˝ ϕpxq for all x P Dˆ. Restricting to Dˆ0 ,
we deduce that δ10 “ δ0.
Remark 9.7. — In particular, the character ε0 of Paragraph 8.4, which is the restriction of δ0
to Tˆ0 , is uniquely determined by π.
We state the dichotomy and disjunction theorem.
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Theorem 9.8. — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G. Let ℓ be the charac-
teristic of R.
(1) If ℓ ‰ 2, then π is either distinguished or ω-distinguished, but not both.
(2) If ℓ “ 2, then π is always distinguished.
Proof. — See Remarks 7.12 and 8.20.
We now state the distinction criterion theorem.
Theorem 9.9. — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G. Attached to it, there
are the quadratic extensions T{T0 and D{D0 and the character δ0.
(1) Suppose that n is odd. Then π is distinguished if and only if its central character is trivial
on Fˆ0 .
(2) If ℓ ‰ 2, T{T0 is ramified and D{D0 is unramified, then π is distinguished if and only if
the character δ0 is non-trivial.
(3) Otherwise, π is distinguished if and only if δ0 is trivial.
Proof. — For (1) see Remarks 7.14 and 8.22. For the remaining items, see Theorems 7.11 and
8.19: it suffices to check that, if T{T0 is unramified, then δ0 is trivial if and only if its restriction
ε0 to Tˆ0 is trivial, which follows from the fact that m is odd in that case.
Remark 9.10. — The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) D{D0 is ramified;
(2) T{T0 is ramified and m “ 1.
Indeed this follows from Remark 4.15, Lemma 4.19 et Proposition 7.8. The following conditions
are thus also equivalent:
(1) T{T0 is ramified and D{D0 is unramified;
(2) F{F0 is ramified, T0{F0 has odd ramification order and D{D0 is unramified;
(3) F{F0 is ramified, T0{F0 has odd ramification order and m ‰ 1.
We now state the distinguished lift theorem.
Theorem 9.11. — Let π be a σ-selfdual supercuspidal representation of G over Fℓ.
(1) The representation π admits a σ-selfdual supercuspidal lift to Qℓ.
(2) Let rπ be a σ-selfdual lift of π, and suppose that ℓ ‰ 2. Then rπ is distinguished if and only
if π is distinguished.
Proof. — Let pJ,λq be a σ-selfdual type in π. Let η be the Heisenberg representation contained
in the restriction of λ to J1 and let rη be the ℓ-adic lift of η, which is unique up to isomorphism.
By Propositions 6.15 and 8.10 there is a distinguished σ-selfdual representation rκ of J extendingrη. Its reduction mod ℓ, denoted κ, is a distinguished σ-selfdual representation of J extending η.
Let ρ be the irreducible representation of J trivial on J1 such that λ » κb ρ. By Remarks 7.5
and 8.4, it can be lifted to a σ-selfdual representation rρ trivial on J1. We then define rλ “ rκb rρ,
which is a σ-selfdual ℓ-adic type whose reduction mod ℓ is λ. Inducing rλ to G, we get a σ-selfdual
supercuspidal ℓ-adic lift rπ of π.
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Suppose that ℓ ‰ 2 and let rω be the canonical ℓ-adic lift of ω. Using the reduction argument
of invariant linear forms, we see that if rπ is distinguished (respectively, rω-distinguished), then π
is distinguished (respectively, ω-distinguished). By dichotomy (see Theorem 9.8), this is an equi-
valence.
We end with the following result, which is useful in [3].
Proposition 9.12. — Suppose that π is a distinguished supercuspidal representation of G and
that ℓ ‰ 2. Then π has no ω-distinguished unramified twist if and only if D{D0 is ramified, that
is, if and only if T{T0 is ramified and m “ 1.
Proof. — Consider an unramified twist π1 “ πpχ ˝detq of π, where χ is an unramified character
of Fˆ. We are looking for a χ such that π1 is ω-distinguished. First, π1 is σ-selfdual if and only
if πχpχ ˝ σq » π, that is, if and only if:
(9.1) pχpχ ˝ σqqtpπq “ χ2tpπq “ 1
where tpπq denotes the torsion number of π, that is the number of unramified characters α of G
such that πα » π. By [36] §3.4, we have tpπq “ fpK{Fq “ fpD{Fq. Now the quadratic character
associated with π1 is δ10 “ δ0pχ ˝ NK{Fq|Dˆ
0
and we have:
(9.2) pχ ˝ NK{Fq|Dˆ
0
“ pχ ˝ND0{F0qrK:Ds.
By Theorem 9.11, the representation π1 is ω-distinguished if and only if (9.2) is equal to ωD{D0.
If D is ramified over D0, this is not possible since χ is unramified. If D{D0 is unramified, choosing
an unramified character χ of order fpD0{F0q gives us an ω-distinguished twist π1.
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